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LAWRENCE P. SPINGARN
Vicarage Gardens
England, our England. . . .We arrived
in November with a brass latch key
and a year's lease to Crown Property.
The oaken front door resisted and the
tall row house, ajump from Kensing-
ton Church Walk, soon chilled to our
presence, "Ooh!" you exclaimed, not-
ing the gilt-marble clock and the
Adam fireplace. In your duffel coat
and arctic hood, you hesitated to go
beyond the hall. First, the kitchen
plagued you. The geyser didn't work,
the meterjammed when you inserted
a bent 1908 shilling. Upstairs, you
wore mittens to bed: "Going formal?" I
teased. Awed by the still bright Morris
wallpaper and the Burne-Jones oriel
window circled by nymphs, we made
perfunctory love. Hot cocoa at mid-
night failed to melt us. You cried, held
me closer, dreamed of crossing the
quad at Kalamazoo in a blizzard of ex-
amination papers marked FAIL. But I
kissed your patrician nose and obsti-
nate chin. I wanted not to fail.
We dusted and scrubbed heroically.
Shopping that budgeted winter was an
ordeal: thruppence worth of fish in a
screw of newsprint, half-baked loaves,
sour wine from Ruggiero's. You bick-
ered with the charwoman, ran fashion-
able errands to the King's Road,
returned looking more juvenile in mini-
skirts. We sat in the park opposite gap-
ing at the want-ads: clerk, shop
assistant, au pair girl — but never
went for interviews. On the Eve of St.
Agnes our bed collapsed; we huddled
by the hearth in anoraks. Once you
were nearly run down by a lorry. Trav-
elling by Underground, we missed all
connections, finally had our pockets
picked. The waiter at our favorite In-
dian restaurant kept repeating memsa-
hib, memsahib with an Irish brogue.
And home beneath the Art Nouveau
lamp I waded through a morocco-
bound set ofTroUope; his ladies and
gentlemen were excruciatingly polite.
Bored with Trollope, I graduated to
Warwick Deeping — and was put to
sleep.
There were visitors: Hugo, Nigel, and
Tansy Brooke. We converted them
from tea to espresso, from pounds to
dollars, from the "telly" to Mozart. We
raced up the narrow back stairs, pre-
tending we were flunkies carrying
breakfast to an imaginary colonel and
his wife. Frozen, we burned coals in
the grate and raked out ashes. We
tramped through St. John's Wood and
along the Commercial Road hunting
lost beauty in crinoline or legendary
opium dens. When we were flush, we
dined at Wheeler's: twenty-one kinds
of Dover sole. As the rains lessened,
we dug out Wedgewood cups in Petti-
coat Lane.
Charades passed the time. From the
secret hoard you drew yards of Victori-
ana: Kate Greenaway frocks, a ratty
stole, kid boots that laced high, a cor-
set that pinched. The gramophone
played wheezing Chopin mazurkas,
Galli-Curci arias, and music hall dit-
ties till we rolled on the floor, shriek-
ing. You prepared a collation of bitter
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herbs. The stereoptlcon gave us views
of an Athens, Edinburgh, and Rome
that never existed. And last, in a ritual
that ended too quickly, you breached
my lines of defense wearing the feath-
ered hat, the kid boots, the striped
hose, and the tight corset.
April brought you low with the flu. My
roses and the eight-hour nurse soon ex-
hausted our funds. Dampness gripped
even the library, where Trollop, dozing,
woke and coldly bowed. As I sat in a
draft taking your pulse, I heard plaster
breaking loose and mice weaving your
cerements. Dr. Granby had bad breath,
hair thin from worry. He prescribed
Bovril, camomile infusions, daily rub-
downs; we paid him with smiles. By the
end of May, when you took those first
halting steps around the lily pond,
green finches dazzled your eyes but the
lilies were dead. Were you mending?
Perhaps. Your kisses were an auto daf^
testing my belief. The rectory, however,
was locked. Even the Welsh chapel
nearby looked grim. At the bank, we
were overdrawn. One Friday, when I
crept guiltily in from the pub, you were
marooned on the turkey carpet in
oceans of blood.
With table legs and a run of Punch
(1923-1930) I nourished the fire; the
smoke made you gasp. Bovril. Camo-
mile infusions. Rubdowns. These nos-
trums didn't help. The kitten mewed
piteously. The hound bayed the absent
moon, the indifferent stars that
couldn't pierce the fog. I tried to follow
the latest scandals: Profumo, Christine
Keeler, Mandy Rice-Davies yawned from
the pages. When I finally nodded off.
your still, white toes were peeping from
the duvet comforter. Breakfast wouldn't
revive you. I phoned Dr. Granby, and
collapsed.
At the end, moving out was simple: four
valises, a clutch of photos, my limping
Hermes that refused to type the eulogy.
The candles had burned to their sock-
ets. The undertaker's man reeked of
wax and camphor. A policeman
dropped by, misspelling your name on
the official form. As I stood in the vesti-
bule measuring your truncated years,
the future rubbed against me. I thought
of the poached eggs, the japanned tray,
the lilt ofyour voice as you dashed
through these rooms. Vicarage Gar-
dens, Vicarage Mews, London W.8 —
but the old vicar had also slipped my
leash; his choirboys were grandfathers.
They bore you to the ambulance in a
stretcher. You must have weighed less
than kitten and hound together. No-
body sealed your eyes with pennies, I
gave the policeman the last of our beer,
signed the oflicial form, turned the
brass key and got a cab to the station.
England, our England. ... It was a
rough passage across the Atlantic.
oooo
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JOSEPH MEREDITH
Helpless
It is nine a.m., Sunday, the last day of
June. Out the window of room 758,
Nazareth Hospital, west of the Boule-
vard, only the tops of sycamores bob up
through the milky smog. Everything
but the black spire of Resurrection
Church has sunk in the mess, and I
know we are destined for another as-
sault on the hundred degree mark.
Emily is asleep in the bed across from
my chair. Three months shy of her thir-
teenth birthday, her features in repose
still have about them the look of a baby
— shades of pink and rose on lips form-
ing a Cupid's bow — the same mouth
my mother carried into her seventy-
ninth year.
Emily worries sometimes about her
height. A few of her girl friends are tall
and well on their way to developing into
women; she has stalled, she thinks at
the five foot mark. Lately she has ac-
quired the look of some of my more ath-
letic students — indoor soccer shoes
and baggy shirts and hair pulled up
into a loose ponytail just at the top of
her head, a fountain of hair that flows
and spills whichever way she moves.
The bonds that tie me to her infancy
and childhood, already airy as spun
sugar, are rapidly dissolving.
For now, though, she is still my little
girl and she is desperately sick.
Yesterday she was admitted with a tem-
perature of 103, her left eye swollen be-
yond belief, or beyond my desire to
believe. The lid so distends now that it
glistens as though someone had
smeared it with petroleum jelly. After
more than a day of this swelling, the
skin has discolored to a deep orchid
hue. From the fetid dumpster where
moulders what I remember ofmy
youth, an image keeps scrabbling of
Carmen Basilio's eye. I don't know why
I recall his name. To me he was just a
boxer from the Gillette "Friday Night
Rghts" of the fifties. The real Sugar Ray
mauled him in a title bout. His eye, so
badly beaten, looked like someone had
sewn half a large plum to his face. This
is what Emily's left eye looks like.
The eye tears more or less constantly,
giving the appearance of pain or grief,
despite her protests that it doesn't hurt
much. What was at first a minor puffl-
ness and thought to have been caused
by some kind of insect bite is now being
diagnosed as orbital cellulitis. There is
also an infection of the ethmoid sinus,
although the doctors are not yet certain
whether it is "merely" cellulitis or an ab-
scess or even whether the two infec-
tions are caused by the same organism.
Watching the CAT scan monitor last
night, even I can see that the sinus on
the left is three times the width of the
one on the right. My wife and I are dis-
turbed by the doctors' debating
whether the grey blobs on the computer
screen that should have been black are
"soft tissue" or "free pus." Whatever. As
the sinus swells, it encroaches on the
eye socket, pushing the eyeball forward
and to the left, and threatens the optic
6
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nerve with its clear path to the brain.
At the same time, the thickened lid
presses the eye inward flattening the
whole organ against the swelling sinus.
They are worried about her sight. I hear
meningitis whispered. Her beautiful
face, a face so full of vibrancy and light
and unbidden affection, rests now in a
kind of monstrous asymmetry.
It is nearly impossible to tell how this
affects me. There is a grief that aches in
my throat and begins to winch the ver-
tebrae of my neck tighter and tighter,
the same physical tension I first recog-
nized during the two-week vigil before
my father's death. One morning I woke
up and couldn't turn my head to the
right. Oddly, there is some small com-
fort in the familiarity of this sensation.
It is one of the few familiar things in the
last forty-eight hours.
I tell myself I would trade places, take
on her suffering in an instant if I could.
I am bewildered and weary. But I am
not angry; I am too tired to be angry,
I've seen too many parents shake their
fists in rage at the heavens. "How could
you do this to my child, so innocent, so
undeserving?" But what would I shake
my fist at? God? Fate? A blind mole on
a battle field might have more effect.
Long ago I came to grips with (one
never gets over) the sense of utter help-
lessness in the face of childhood sick-
ness and accident. The first cold, the
first fever, the first bad fall teaches par-
ents, or ought to, that helplessness is
part of the pact we make with the uni-
verse when we bring new life into it.
"You can have this life," the universe
says, "to nurture for a while. You can
be thrilled by it and overjoyed. You can
wonder at it in the dark when no one is
listening. But don't flatter yourself that
you have control of it."
Emily stirs in the bed. Her right hand
on top of the light blanket is a smaller
version ofmy own hand. The middle
and index Angers curve slightly toward
the ring and little fingers leaving a no-
ticeable space between when the hand
is at rest. It is a strong hand with a grip
like the gymnast she is. Lines from
John Nims* "Love Poem" lodge madden-
ingly in my mind — I don't want to
think these thoughts — and puncture
like a sand spur: "For should your
hands drop white and empty,/ All the
toys of the world would break." The idea
that Emily's hand might never again
grasp a school bag or learn to twist an
ignition key sends a tightness through
my chest three deep breaths can't dis-
pel.
I hate this sense of helplessness and im-
potence. I hate the notion of the open
ended waiting. I want someone to tell
me she will be better in a day, or ten
days, or a month. But I want to know
that it will end for her and she will be
healthy again. A mother in a John
Cheever story spends the evening clip-
ping all the potentially distressing sto-
ries of disaster and adultery from LIFE
magazine so her children will not be in-
fected. The symbolism works. Try as we
might we cannot keep painful things
from happening to our children. This
powerlessness is neither good nor bad.
It just is. And has always been. Every
parent recognizes the desire to protect
a child from harm, yet we are mostly
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impotent creatures in the lives of our
children, however much we need to be-
lieve otherwise.
Shifting in the vinyl chair, I watch the
electronic IV dispenser; the drops are
small and come fast, like seconds tick-
ing. And I realize that, as they grow, not
only are we powerless to keep harm
from our children, neither can we in-
fuse them with happiness like a saving
antibiotic. I must have always known
this, but it is easy to forget when chil-
dren are young and it is so simple to
make them happy.
So, although I recognize the emptiness
somewhere in my chest cavity as the
total inability to do anything in the least
way saving or redemptive for my daugh-
ter, it is not this humbling that con-
cerns me most. I think it is more the
bewildering astonishment at the fragil-
ity of health, and by extension so sim-
ple even one as dense as I am can make
it, the fragility of life itself. One moment
she is an energetic twelve year old, with
my mother's lips and my hands, riding
an accelerating gravity railroad to adult-
hood. And in an instant she is the
owner of that feverish, distorted mask
puffing her lips as she sleeps, the only
thing that can really help, her own resil-
ience and the massive infusion of antibi-
otic that slips from the mini-dripper
silently into her arm.
oooo
JOHN J. ROONEY
Vocabulary Blues:
Your Phrase or Mine
I have always stood in awe ofWilliam
Satire, Bill Buckley, and their fellow word-
smiths who toss around terms like egre-
gious, ineluctable, and xeropthabnia the
way Dick and Jane use see, Spot, and run.
Sure, I've tried to compete. Standing in
the checkout line at the supermarket, a
borrowed copy of Reader's Digest in hand,
I would test myself with It Pays To Enrich
Your Word Power. Invariably I'd get two
or three wrong. Then, one day, an idea
dawned on me. I was taking a test of their
vocabulary. What I needed was a better
test; one geared to my own unique experi-
ence. The result: my vocabulary test. I
get every word right. Everybody else gets
several wrong. Perfect!
1
.
Cockamamies. Imitation tattoos that
we used in first grade. We thought it was
a macho move; our teacher thought it was
a cockamamie idea.
2. Granny. A poor, insecure knot. In our
boy scout troop, knot tying was taught by
an assistant scoutmaster dubbed "Wicked
Willie," who looked and sounded like Don
Knotts. I can still hear him grousing: "No,
no, you poor tenderfoot; that's not a
square knot, that's a granny!"
3. Busybody. A contraption consisting of
a set of mirrors jutting out from a second
story window. It allows the occupant to
8
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see anyone at the front door or on the
sidewalk in either direction. My grand-
parents had a busybody that I used as
a form of entertainment in the days be-
fore television replaced people watch-
ing.
4. Collywobbles. A pain in the tummy
that was common in childhood ("Oh
you just have a touch of the collywob-
bles"). Although no cure has been dis-
covered by medical science, it is rarely
heard of today.
5. Rocket. A cheap substitute for a
baseball. Also called a nickel rocket.
At bat I could knock the stuffing out of
a rocket. (So could every other kid on
the block).
6. Navvy. An Irish relative told me he
worked for a few years as a navvy: a
workman who "navigated" a shovel. No
doubt a cousin to the gandy dancer,
who "danced" for the railroad with tools
made by the Gandy Manufacturing
Company.
7. Mule. In an amateur theatrical pro-
duction, I was appropriately cast as a
"naive young chauffeur". Initially, I puz-
zled over a point in the script. Why
would the "wealthy and sophisticated
young socialite" keep a pair of red
mules in her closet? As the director
hufiishly informed me, a mule is a
backless slipper.
8. Bundling. Something I learned in
the Navy. A custom among the Pennsyl-
vania Dutch in which a young couple
lie together in bed fully clothed while
courting,
book.
I learned this from a good
9. Serendipity. 1 once met an attractive
young woman who remarked that I was
serendipitous. I took this insult with
manly equanimity, but promptly tore
up her telephone number. Too late, I
learned that serendipity means the abil-
ity to find valuable things when looking
for something else.
10. Thief. A long hollow glass tube
used to obtain samples from chemical
baths for analysis. Something like a
large pipette. I used to work with a
thief (not to mention a couple of frauds).
How did you do? Unless you walked a
few years in my moccasins you must
have had a few wrong. Not to worry.
Just make up your own test. Maybe
GoosenecK Scrimshaiv, Ouya, FUngo,
Thole, Kleagle, Wickiup, Cybernetics,
Dipsey, Cotillion, Abulia, Foo dee yaki
saki. You get the idea. Just don't ask
me to take it. I already have one I like.
But be warned. Vocabulary reveals
more than you may think. The absence
of terminology from art, classical
music, and Greek mythology from my
list shows all too clearly that I am not
a Renaissance man. At least I had
enough sense to avoid terms that might
tell too much: like ecdysiasUfrotage, or
maybe pdiimony.
oooo
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NED BALBO
Legacy
After Herrick
To those
of you
who live:
these cliffs
above
the sea,
black waves;
to those
who die:
belief,
at least
enough
to help
you rest.
Forme
who lives
nor dies,
no grave
is deep
enough
for sleep
and love;
my dreams
all hum
like flies—
I'm lost.
So talk:
it's dark.
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NED BALBO
The Stairway Down to The Sea
ForM.W., Father's Day, 1987
My father pokes the mud shark; white sand spills
out of torn gills.
He drops the branch. "Look what I found—"
and then the tide pulls sand
and shark back in. The grey corpse rolls then stalls;
its pink mouth fills
with water; slipper shells, bleached white,
float up and surround it-
while you sit on a boulder, winding cord,
yard after yard
around the stick that steers the kite.
A few more hours till night;
hunched over us, the cliff half-dressed in brush,
scarred pines and trash.
An automated light; a few
j^rds back, its spire in view,
a real lighthouse: the original,
museum-still,
the green park's centerpiece. ..He walks
over the slicked-down rocks,
slips once, regains his balance. Now you're done
We watch you run
until wind takes the kite, until
the dragon's face looks small.
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a yellow grimace swallowed by the milk-
white sky; the silk
unravels quickly now. I stand
close, watching cord unwind;
the kite, still rising, flees the sea, the cliff—
Not fast enough.
You jerk the wire, regain control.
The wind's so loud we yell;
my father stares up, laughing. "Can I try?"
You smile at me.
Later, we'll walk up wooden stairs
endless and warped; I'll pause
to let him rest. You'll rush ahead and wait
for us; not yet.
He'll slump but catch his breath; and when
I squeeze his hand again,
I'll feel his dead weight lift then disappear.
He'll rise and hear
the gulls above the breaking waves
freed from their hidden lives;
the shark, useless below, will wash ashore
hour after hour.
And when we reach the top, where tall
shrubs bend to form a wall,
I'll pull each branch aside or break it off,
sick of this cliff,
the whitewashed lighthouse and the park,
the lamp that doesn't work,
this entrance thick with brush I'll tear away-
You'll start to cry
as if you've seen us at our worst;
but I will kiss you first.
12
X.J. KENNEDY
Summer Children
These summer children, quickly made
In marriages that came undone.
Exchange tin shovels. Up from sand
They palm-press walls against the waves.
What currents do they understand? •
Like creaking-pulley gulls, they quarrel—
They've taken too much sun today.
Now foam consumes their castle keep.
Draping their towels with sodden laurel.
Children, it*s high time. Come away.
Concussions of the surf resound
As though in shells. Once sunken deep.
Like driftwood a September chill
Rises, returns. From summers gone.
These children may be all we keep.
13
PER-OTTO ERICHSEN
The Season of the Lion
In the season of the lion sunlight clatters in the thorns
And Lake Edward floats like a mirage beyond Vitshumbi.
Steam rises from Nyragongo's vents along the road to
Rutshuru
And the peaks of Mikeno and Karisimbi are veiled.
I feel the weight of the sun on my shoulders
Here on the plain between the mountains.
I hear the comfort ofyour tawny voice:
Kisu kikali: the sharp knife.
In the season of the lion there is nothing but this:
The comfort ofyour tawny voice.
Under the flickering shade of an acacia;
You feed my yellow eyes.
Simba, unatoka wapi?
Lion, where do you come from?
Simba, ulikwenda wapi?
Lion, where do you go?
Simba anasema: Kweli, watu wote watakufa.
Simba says: It is true, all men die.
Simba anasema: Ndiyo, wote.
Simba says: Yes, all.
Simba iko karibu.
The lion is close.
Nyuma yako.
Behind you.
Simba anasema: Ni-na-ku-penda.
Simba says: I love you.
I wait for you here
At the center of the world.
And when you call, I come.
I cannot tell you how I love
The welling blood.
The quiver of the flesh.
The gnash of phosphorescent bone.
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KARL PATTEN
In the Pen
Shanks, dirks, shivs
Cut, slice, slash, stick
Ribs, hands, guts, cheeks
And especially backs.
An ice-pick shove shows
Only a drop of blood,
Hemmorhaglng's internal.
If he bleeds it's from
The mouth. The medic
Calls it a "cut lip," Sends him to his cell.
The ambulance arrives
Promptly, too late.
Becomes a hearse. Who
Can find the pick? It
Went back into the dark
Of this federal prison
Where death is too often.
Where key is god.
Stick it in and turn it.
15
An Essay by
WILLIAM GEBAUER
Berlin: The Ghosts, the Glitter,
and the Empty Places (May 1991)
Except for a few graffiti-covered slabs on the far bank of the Spree, the Wall
is gone. What remains is a broad swath ofnothing between the Tiergarten
and what used to be East Berlin. In the middle, half hidden by scaffolding and
missing its quadriga, the Brandenburg Gate looks diminished and forlorn.
You pause at the wide empty strip and think of barbed wire and land mines
and shoot-to- kill. People are chary of it. At the souvenir stands on the
Tiergarten side, smiling Japanese are photographing each other trjring on
Russian fur hats or holding up East German flags and plastic-wrapped pieces
of the Wall, but I'm all alone when I venture through the bullet-scarred
columns of the symbol of Berlin.
Unter den Linden begins on the other, the East German, side and runs for
half a mile into the old heart of the city. The first blocks are unprepossessing:
in the shadow of the Russian Embassy and other massive socialist-modem
buildings, the lindens, replanted after the War, are scrawny and stunted.
Prussian grandeur begins where the trees stop, the cloak and tricom, looks
toward the palaces of the princes, the baroque Arsenal and neoclassical
Guardhouse, the porticoed Opera and the huge domed Cathedral. All more or
less reconstructed after the War, these monuments do not seem quite real.
The impression of a stage set is heightened by the sparse Sunday traffic and
the paucity of strollers.
The centerpiece of the presentation, the great palace of the kings of Prussia
and the kaisers of imperial Germany, is gone. In 1950 the Communists
dynamited what was left after the War and replaced it with a glass and marble
Palace of the Republic. Behind this new Palace, which could be a convention
center in Indianapolis, the vast empty Marx-Engels Platz merges with the
Alexanderplatz, also vast and empty, except for a thieves* market where
swarthy Balkan types are peddling shirts, vodka, and other goodies from
Czechoslovakia and parts east. Near the juncture of the two almost deserted
squares, between the Cathedral and the elevated S-Bahn, rises the erstwhile
symbol ofEast Berlin, a giant television tower that looks like the speared olive
in a martini. Like the Palace of the Republic it obviously doesn't belong where
it is. The center of Berlin is defined less by what is there than by what is
missing.
If you can find a sidewalk table, Kranzler's Cafe is a great place to have a
coupe Mozart and watch the promenaders on the Kurfurstendamm— all those
young people in their unisex costume of designer jeans and fluorescent
windbreakers. One evening I join the crowd, a grizzled old coot among the
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teens and twenties, and stroll down a mile of cafes, discos, and elegant
boutiques showing offgowns and furs, luggage andjewelry in sidewalk display-
cases— nice to look at but nothing for me. The museums are more my speed:
the Dahlem Rcture Gallery (Holbeins, Cranachs, Durers, and Rembrandts),
the Pergamon Museum (the Ishtar Gate ofBabylon, the market gate ofMiletus,
and the great writing frieze of the battle of the gods and giants), and the
Egyptian Museum, where the deservedly famous bust of Nefertlti has a room
to itself. After the Egyptian Museum I visit Charlottenburg Palace, admire the
Watteaus and the Golden Gallery, and make a leisurely round of the formal
gardens. Curiously, although I'm seeing Berlin's prime attractions, I often
forget that Fm in Berlin—none of these things is necessarily Berlin, in the way
that the Champs-Elysees in Paris, Rockefeller Center is New York, or the
Rijksmuseum is Amsterdam. Even the Ku'damm is not really Integral to the
city—you sense how much of it was a calculated creation, a shrine of
capitalism essential for keeping up the morale of what was a bright lonely
Island in a grey Communist sea.
At the entrance to the grand boulevard now called Karl-Marx Allee but
originally and more properly designated Stalinallee, two flat-topped towers
form a Mnd of gate. Inscribed on one is a quotatlou from Faust.
Solch ein Gewimmel mocht ich sehn,
Auf freiem Grund mlt freiem Volke stehn.
(Such a throng I would like to see.
To stand on free soil, with a free people.)
Completed in 1953, Stalinallee was conceived as a Communist Champs-
Elysees, with apartment houses, cafes, shops, restaurants, and cinemas.
A mile of big white buildings in the proletarian-palatial style favored by its
namesake, with tiled facades, jutting cornices, balconies, bosses, rosettes,
medallions, and filigree, even bas-reliefs of heroically bare-chested workers,
it could be the main street of Kharkov, Tashkent, or Vladivostok. The
Stalinallee has not aged well. Air pollution has turned white tiles greyish or
yellowish, the colors of cheap toilet paper, giving rise to unflattering compar-
isons between the toute ensemble and a railroad station men's room. Flaws in
materials and workmanship have caused tiles to loosen and fall, leaving big
patches of bare concrete like gaps in a jigsaw puzzle. Even the concrete is
crumbling— on many balconies exposed reinforcing rods are rusting away.
Medallions, filigree, and bosses threaten to drop on the heads of passers-by,
but today mine is the only head at risk—what shops there are, and there aren't
many, are closed for a holiday, and Stalinallee is deserted. Besides a few
meager displays of clothing and books, all you can see at street level are blank
walls and dirty windows. In the midst of this Valley of Dry Bones, the skeleton
of a Trabant, picked over by scavengers, lies half on the sidewalk and half in
the gutter.
On the north side of the Tiergarten the S-Bahn skirts West Berlin's answer
to the Stalinallee, the Hansaviertel. Both were conceived as prototypes for the
rebuilding ofthe devastated (and discredited) city ofBismarck and Hitler. Both
were failures. After Stalin's death East Germany substituted prefab concrete
components for tile and filigree: the resulting structures were uglier and just
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as shoddy, but they could be built fast and cheap. Consequently, there is
nothing else like the Stalinallee in Berlin. There is, regrettably, a great deal
like the Hansaviertel. Inaugurated in the 1950s as a model apartment
complex, with components designed by some of the world's best-known
architects, the Hansaviertel looks like an American public housing project,
only much cleaner and greener. The spacious lawns with abundant trees and
shrubs were the flaw in the plan: the Hansaviertel consumed too much
valuable real estate to be a practical model for the rebuilding of the inner city.
The dull and dutiful bauhaus designs, however, have been recycled in many
parts of Berlin, both east and west.
Toward sunset the Tiergarten becomes a magic forest out of the Brothers
Grimm, with seductively luminous greens and deceptive shadows. An
enchanted castle looming above the beaches and lindens turns into a half-
wrecked shrapnel-scarred pile with a few lighted windows in one comer. This
is the General Consulate of Spain: the old diplomatic quarter encroached on
the Tiergarten, and many embassies and ministries were shot up by the
Russians in the last days of the War. On the bank ofa placid lagoon, a plaque
commemorates the murders of "Dr. Karl Liebknecht" and "Dr. Rosa Luxem-
burg." Liebknecht, the son of a founder of the German Socialist party,
convinced himself that the masses needed redder meat than mainstream
socialism could offer and became a Communist when the Communists were
still regarded as impractical idealists. When the Kaiser abdicated on November
9, 1918, Liebknecht appeared on a balcony of the imperial palace and
proclaimed a soviet republic. Skeptical Berlin did not take him seriously.
Following a second failure to rouse the workers during the abortive Spartacist
revolt, he was arrested by Frelkorps irregulars and shot "while attempting to
escape." "Red Rosa" was a diminutive spellbinder who favored white dresses
and wide-brimmed hats and preached the compatibility of democracy and
Bolshevism. Frelkorps men beat her to death, or almost to death, before
throwing her body into the Landwehr Canal, a pleasant shady watercourse
between the Tiergarten and the Zoo.
Near the heart of the Tiergarten Is a traffic circle called der Grosse Stem. At
the pinnacle of a tall column, the winged goddess of Victory flashes a gilded
wreath and spear in commemoration of the triumph over France and the birth
of the German Empire. Victory has survived almost unscathed the fall of that
Empire, the battle of Berlin, the collapse of the Third Reich— old news photos
show Russian soldiers celebrating their own victory with bottles of vodka at
the monument's base—and the emergence of another united Germany. In an
alcove of hedges to one side of the Great Star stands an outsize statue of
Blsmark, In spiked helmet, with a sword flaring out his overcoat. Bronze
allegories conduct their obscure business at his feet: Statecraft, hooded like
Death, writes In her scroll; Atlas offers Blsmark the burden of the world; and
a stem woman In classical armor sets her foot on the neck of a big yowling
cat— although this is supposedly Good Government subduing the panther of
Insurrection, it's hard to see it as anything but Germania grinding down the
French lioness. At the back of the monument, hidden from the casual eye, is
an unambiguous symbol: Siegfried, muscular and gigantic, forges the two-
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handed sword of German power. When you gaze over his shoulder and past
the helmeted head of Bismarck, you see Victory with her wreath and spear.
Just now resplendent in the last rays of the sun.
The May twilight is long. The sky is still shimmering when I begin walking
back to the hotel, and the gas lamps in the park haven't been lighted, but the
trees on either side of the avenue have become solid black walls. Under a
lamppost a big blonde in a miniskirt dawdles seductively. When I get closer,
I see that this Lili Marlene is a man.
Since it became the capital of the Kingdom of Prussia in 1701, Berlin has
been reinvented every fifty years or so. At the turn of the nineteenth
century, the baroque city of the early Prussian monarchs—the modest capital
of a poor east European state—became a neoclassical Athens on the Spree,
with the Brandenburg Gate and the doric Guardhouse as architectural
paradigms. With the founding of the German Empire, Berlin was rebuilt on a
grandiose Parisian scale, with tree-lined boulevards, beaux-arts public build-
ings, elegant apartment blocks, and miles and miles of the tenements called
Mietskasemen— rental barracks. By the 1920s Berlin had become a modem
metropolis, with curving glass facades and neon signs. Hitler and Albert Speer
determined that this big unruly city should be rationalized into the totalitarian
world-capital Germania, a monstrous parody ofWashington DC; a row ofgiant
marble tombstones would flank a triumphal boulevard leading to an immense
Great Hall, like a cross between the American Capitol and Palomar Observa-
tory. Before the grand design could be completed, the bombs began to fall.
In 1945 with no choice but to start
over. East and West agreed that the new
Berlin should face one direction— forward. So the Reichschancellery and the
imperial palace were demolished, Frederick the Great was dethroned from his
pedestal on Unter den Linden, and the broken statues of Prussia's electors
and king were trucked off from the renamed Siegesallee and warehoused at
Spandau, near the war criminals. After the Wall certified the division of the
city, the glass towers of the Alexanderplatz in the east and the Emst-Reuter
Platz in the west rose above the five-story sltyline, one halfbecame the window
on the West and the other the Showplace of Socialism—and historic Berlin,
the capital, the metropolis, the Prussian city, was wished out of existence.
Then, as soon as the obliteration of old Berlin was complete, it became
necessary to reinvent it.
A little to the south ofMarx-Engels Platz (where two young boys are climbing
into the lap of bearded Grandfather Karl) is the Nikolaikirche, the oldest
building in Berlin. By European standards this church is not particularly
old— except for some thirteenth-century stonework above the foundation the
western face, it is unexceptional fifteenth-century north German brick Gothic,
heavily "restored" in the nineteenth century and reduced to a bombed-out
shell before being reconstructed again in the twentieth—but to an American
it seems indisputably ancient. Around it is a small quarter of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century houses that, like the church, is newer than it seems— in
fact, it is less than five years old. Most of the houses are copies of buildings
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destroyed during or in some instances before the War, painstakingly recon-
structed in the eighties when East Germany was trying to create a past for
itself by appropriating the Prussian heritage, or at least the political^ correct
elements of it; Old Fritz had been restored to his pedestal on Unter den Linden
a few years earlier. The Nikolaiviertel is tiny and it has been called too pretty
and too neat— a Colonial Wilhelmsburg—but its intimate lanes and cozy
taverns are filled with refugees from the numbing vacuity of the big squares.
It feels like what the heart of Berlin should be.
The old working-class district of Prenzlauer Berg is a remnant of tum-of-
the-century Berlin, with narrow streets walled in by Mietskasemeri, some
with plaster facades unexpectedly rich in pilasters and swags. The little yellow
trams that vanished from West Berlin after the Wall was built still rattle down
byways in the shadow of elevated train tracks; sunlight is in short supply and
on many buildings the plaster, neglected from forty years ofCommunism, has
peeled away from the orange bricks. When people think of grey cheerless East
Berlin, they think of something like Prenzlauer Berg, but grey as it is, it is
much more vital than the city center. The sidewalks are crowded with
surprisingly well-dressed people, many of them young, shopping, chatting,
and otherwise going briskfy about their business. In every block house and
shop fronts are covered with the blue plastic sheeting that means repainting
or replastering in progress. Even the heavy iron railings of the stairs to the
U-Bahn station have been painted a bright hopeful green. A year ago Pre-
nzlauer Berg was slated for demolition, but this tough old neighborhood
doesn't look ready to die.
In the dead center of Berlin, on the dusty strip that still divides the city,
there is a haunted spot. To the north you can see the gr^ hulk of the
Reichstag. To the south where the Potsdamer Platz, the Times Square of
Berlin, used to be, there is some kind of street carnival. A daredevil does a
bungee-jump, and the crowd goes aaah as the elastic cords stop himjust short
ofthe ground, but the noise is blown away by the wind. I have this little mound
all to myself; there is no obvious reason for anyone to come here— nothing but
sickly grass and bicycle tracks and a squat chimney-shaped brick column
that looks as If it should have some sort of plaque. There isn't any though, no
plaque, no inscription. Germany does not build memorials to Adolf Hitler. I
am standing above whatever is left of the Fuhrerbunker.
It
is late afternoon and everything is sad. When the pistol shot reverberated
though the corridors below, the Russians were very close—at the Potsdamer
Platz (where another bungee-jumper is climbing the pole) and at the Reichstag.
In Berlin the Third Reich had shrunk to an area less than two miles long and
half a mile wide. The smoking ruins radiated out from the Chancellery,
probably the most extensive ruins on earth—Berlin had been the world's
fourth largest city, with more than four million people. It's all gone now— even
the lindens in the Tiergarten are not the same— all but the Reichstag and the
Brandenburg Gate and the Innumerable ghosts of those who died in Berlin,
and those who died because of Berlin.
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It's hard to stand in what feels like a cemeteryand imagine the new buildings
and gardens and promenades that the young people who tasted a new
Germany from the top of the Wall will create. Making Berlin one city again will
be up to them. Maybe they will be strong enough to masterwhat the old people
have to remember. The breeze is kicking up some dust, and I have a
performance of Faust to catch at the Schiller Theater. After one last look
around, I leave that desolate place to the wind.
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THOMAS KRETZ
Many and No One
I am a runner
know the Roman streets
before relentless traffic
of rushing morning nowhere
exhaust and patience colliding
in sirens that never stop...
I am a guitarist
know the sevenths of melody
the beat of time resting space
where frenzied fretting is going
why calluses fade away...
I am a programmer
know the end always contained
in the beginning of repetitions
over and over yes and no nesting
in do's and ifs reproducing...
I am many others
know I am unique and nothing
a beacon turning to busybody
light of faith shipwreck in fact
but never regretting any.
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BARBARA DANIELS
Just Looking
All over New Jersey people are thinking about the shore.
In malls and chill offices they lick their lips
for salt. Walls of honey-colored light press against
windows that cannot open. From inside, people touch
the warmed glass. If they could lie down in the hot
sand, towels on their faces, nothing would hurt.
Birds caged in migration move toward the hght.
Clocks blink in them, making their scaled feet dance.
I too have the season in my hollow bones. Restless
as a beach flea, I drive toward the shore, my hair
blown back like cordgrass in the burning wind. I stop
somewhere, a parking lot, and look at the water.
Here a tern stutters in the brackish air and
silvenveed blooms in the salt-marsh hay. With each
wave I hear the sand slipping back. I am learning
the language: the wave's recurrence, the eager fingers
of the tide. Light shines up from the swaying water.
Satisfied, I start my car and move on.
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BARBARA DANIELS
The Ordinary Destination
Few are ordinaiy. Those who remain live in small houses,
three steps up to concrete stoops, screen doors from Sears.
They have old couches, tables, children grown and gone.
They know the price of bread.
The ordinary man plans to outlive his dog.
He's done it before, calling the township to pick up the
body,
cold on The Trenton Times. This knowledge makes him
kind.
A dog obeys. She never thinks ofdeath, yet she will go gray,
stiffen, make strange noises, smell, and, meanwhile, satisfy
by quickly taking small and eager steps toward death.
The ordinary man fears and loves the dark, walking at
night,
hearing the neighbors on their porches, smelling the damp
weeds,
knowing that this complete, deep, intoxicating breath
could be the end of breathing, or that, as they always do,
he and the dog could turn toward home, watch TV, sleep,
and dream,
turning and waking, breathing, both of them, through the
night.
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A Story by
JEREHOAR
Tell Me It Hasn't Come to This
When it came, the knock at her door was a surprise. He onfy tapped the
facing. The knock didn't sound like Glacfys's banging the screen, her
bold announcement.
Lydla Calicutt walked fast, untying her apron, putting on a company smile.
Vanilla and the scent of pastiy floated from the kitchen. The visitor had come
at a good time. She didn't pause to wonder how someone might have driven
into her driveway without notice.
On the other side of the screen stood a rumpled navy suit. She couldn't see
the man inside it until she was close. He stood away from the opening, staring
to one side, giving her an opportunity to observe him. That was the custom,
a politeness. He was a stranger.
She squinted up and down the shimmering road, putting her lime colored
eyes into a net ofwrinkles. The hotyard and rock driveway stood empty except
for her automobile. Sunlight beat shining lines down the fenders of the old
Monte Carlo and touched its chrome with fire. Heat lay like a weight on living
things. The mimosa tree dangled curled palms. In the pecan tree not ajay or
a crow called, though they were tough as Job's turkeys.
"Ma'am?" The man lifted a small, circular smile. She could look down on
his bald spot. "Are you Miz Calicutt?"
Blue eyes flicked in his sweaty face. They steadied, fixed on her nose, and
bored away relentlessly. The points ofhis shirt collar curled. A black tie twisted
down between them like the end of an over-long dog-collar. A few strands of
dull yellow hair wisped across his skull. They weren't dense enough to shade
it. The poor man needed a hat. Skin peeled on his lips, and he licked them.
His teeth were too small for his mouth, and spotty with stains.
"I'm the widow Calicutt." She planted her hands on her hips and spoke at
high cry. "Who are you, and what can I do for you? Are you lost?"
"I think I am. Ain't we all lost until Jesus rules? Ain't we all sinners?" His
voice was a churchly flutter. It sounded like the turning pages of a hundred
hymnals. She was Presbyterian by way of South Carolina, and didn't take
pleasure in Jehovah Witness questions.
He widened his eyes and took in all of her without redirecting his gaze. She
flushed but didn't feel danger, the inevitable other half of the approach of a
stranger.
Mrs. Calicutt's house sat in a hairpin curve. Each day strange men hurtled
automobiles toward her—toward the window where she saL A little grass, a
shell of wood, and a gauze curtain were all that separated her from fiery
merger. Her heart beat terribly in such moments.
Gladys warned her. "You're too trusting, Lydla Callcuttl You can't Invite in
everybody who bangs your door, like it was old times."
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Mrs. Calicutt lived as if it were old times, except that she lived alone. Her
garden spread over an acre, too large for one person. Plastic milk Jugs with
the bottoms cut out protected the lettuce from rabbits. The milk jugs sat like
helmets over fat, green faces. Zinnia and straw flowers edged the garden in
bright rectangles. No one became sick in Abbeville without receiving a visit
and a sack of vegetables. Mrs. Calicutt sat with the sick and the old, and held
their hands. Their skins get hungry," she said, "the same as their insides."
She nodded and smiled the way an adult does in coaxing an answer from a
child. "And — ?" she seemed to ask.
Twice a week she drove to Ruth and Jimmy's Store to buy supplies and blurt
the talk she'd stored. Sometimes talk just exploded from her over anyone
handy. She remembered when she could say a thing the moment she felt it
and not save it to share. It made her wistful to remember that
Now the men she encountered were heart patients who thanked her for
vegetables and visits, or strangers who yelled curses and twisted wheels as
their automobiles attempted brutal entrance into her house. Hardly a whole
man was to be seen at Ruth and Jimmy's when Mrs. Calicutt visited to shop
and talk.
When she sat down at the lunch counter, that was the signal. Gladys lit a
Salem and sat down, too. She made the air dense with particles. After a few
puffs only her brown eyes and piled hair were visible, like mountain peaks.
"Lord," she said, fanning a path for nervous words, "I don't see how you stand
living by yourself. If it wasn't for my Billy, every little noise would jump me
out ofmy skin."
She means she is still a wife, Mrs. Calicutt always thought. What she always
said was, "Men are nothing but babies. Never againf"
"Huh! ' Gladys said. "I couldn't get along without my Billy." She rubbed her
bare arms and smiled toward the door.
Mrs. Calicutt couldn't see much in Billy. His words puffed in gasps as if he
were angry all the time. They sounded as if they bubbled though muck. All
black people listened closely to Mr. Billy's little words. His eyes zipped
strangers, head to toe, head to toe. Any woman alone, who felt in danger, had
only to leave her porch light off at night, or turn it on in daylight. Every local
knew to call constable Billy.
"—Not that anything bad is going to happen," Gladys assured Mrs. Calicutt,
"but if it does—" Gladys slapped the counter. Her mouth constricted to a grim
line and her nostrils blared at the fate of evildoers facing Billy's pistol.
Billy will never die, Mrs. Calicutt thought. A good man's heart bursts like a
papershell pecan. It bursts at nothing, nothing at all. Then you're alone.
Talking to Gladys was a pleasure. Chopping weeds passed time. Visiting the
sick gave her a warm, useful feeling. But much of each weekday Mrs. Calicutt
watched and listened to cars.
In rainy weather passenger tires hummed as they lifted moisture in pat-
terned treads. Mud-grips buzzed like combs blown through tissue. Cotton
wagons, shackled to tractors or trucks, chattered as they jerked their way to
the gin.
Big cars, hurtling too fast into the curve, shrieked brakes and threw showers
of gravel. Semitrucks, taking this byway to avoid the weigh station on
Interstate 55, purred stealthily.
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Mrs. Calicutt gathered news from how people drove. If Bettie Gamer sped
off toward Oxford in her red Torino at 8:20, she was late for work at the
hospital. If she sped back toward the farm, hunched over the wheel, eyes Just
brown dots in her white face, she had forgotten something and was going to
be even more late.
If a tractor chugged slowly the driver was a hired hand. Owners knew the
cost of diesel and labor.
She studied faces she recognized, and those she didn't. Strangers were just
white or dark ovals topped by different colored hair patches. Mrs. Calicutt
always waved. The faces in cars with Mississippi or Alabama licenses often
waved back. Ifshe was especially lonely she imagined an automobile stopping
and the driver getting out to ask directions. She imagined offering a glass of
tea, and how she would tell the girls at Ruth and Jimmy's about a delightful
visit with a passing stranger.
The stranger in the blue suit on her porch lifted his gaze. Heat of the stove
had flushed her skin and deepened the green of her eyes. She'd made the
yellow plaid dress in two evenings, with her sewing machine zipping along. A
white collar spread around the big tendons of her neck. Inside their fork a
pulse began to throb. She wiped loose hair with the back of one hand.
"I come to see you on a matter of business." The man stared to his left down
the blacktop. He shook his head and laughed at something foolish. "My car's
around the bend. It's got a flat." He laughed as if the joke was on him. "It's too
hot to change it." He laughed louder. "I walked all the way here."
She looked at the Pepsi Cola thermometer nailed to a post across from the
door. A red line seared up the neck to ninety-four degrees. "I'll say it's hotl"
Mrs Calicutt said. She couldn't imagine a man not changing a tire unless he
was at death's door, but she put on ajoking manner. The screen stood hooked
between them. Harold Dean's pistol was in the drawer five steps away, though
it wasn't loaded. She wasn't afraid. "You're not a bill collector, are you, or the
tax man? I don't have any truck with either of them."
"Ma'am, my name is Del Penne. I've bought the Hicks place five miles
yonder." He nodded and laughed and shook his head as if that were funny.
She wondered if he knewwhat a forsaken old wreck the farm was. Maybe he'd
heard. He must have, the way he laughed.
He chuckled and nodded and cut his eyes as if he knew. His dusty black
shoes curled on hot concrete. Iron porch chairs beside them baked in the sun.
An apologetic smile flickered on his lips. He pinched his chin. "Could we sit
down, Miz Calicutt? Could I trouble you for a glass of water, please Ma'am?"
Mrs. Calicutt jumped like a bird shot in the foot. That's an expression her
mother would have used, like a bird shot in thefoot. "Oh my, yes. Sit down,
won't you? Sit down right there, won't you? I'll get something nice to drink."
If there was one thing Mrs. Calicutt was, it was polite. 'Tea? Would you like
tea? Lemonade? It's no trouble."
The sun burned on the rectangle of concrete. The man braced on the arms
of a green metal chair and eased his behind into the seat. His belly moved out
to perch in his lap. He lifted one haunch and then the other as if passing gas.
His wan smile said that wasn't happening.
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"I'll be right back," Mrs. Calicutt called.
Mrs. Calicutt's face was pensive as she stood in the kitchen, stirring sugar
into canned lemon Juice and water. Harold Dean, her husband, had loved
lemonade. In the middle of an episode of HiU Street Blues, Harold Dean had
set his glass on the floor, cupped one hand over his heart as if pledging
allegiance, and commenced hissing. The hissing sounded like butane gas
escaping a space heater. No louder than that, but Just as compelling. They'd
had a little quarrel, nothing at all. She couldn't rememberwhat about, "Harold
Dean," she'd yelled, "please don't go." But he had gone anyway, and without
a tender word.
It was a terrible desertion. In a village like this, she had no chance for
another man even if she wanted one. She saw herself as a pile ofwhite ash in
a dead hearth, and called herselfthe widow Calicutt. As she thinned and fined,
her skin glowed with the translucence of a wax candle. Her nose sharpened
the center of her face, and her eyes gobbled what was left She looked
otherworldly, like European Jews she saw on television, coming together in
their frequent reunions of horror.
On the porch, the man scraped a chair across concrete. She hurried out
carrying the pitcher and two glasses on a tray. The man took a glass and a
paper napkin. He wiped his face with the napkin. It disintegrated on his cheeks
and stuck to invisible stubble. Patches of paper in his whiskers made him
look pathetic. "Here!" Mrs. Calicutt said. "Let me get you a wet cloth. That
napkin is worthlessi"
"Nome." The man held up a hand like a school crossing guard with minimal
authority. He smiled a weary smile. "Just let me get some wet in me. As the
Good Book sa}^, whomsoever giveth a traveler a cup of water, verily, verily,
they have their reward." He lifted his head and turned up the glass. Folds
opened on his vulnerable neck. White lines like knife scars tracked the skin.
Mrs. Calicutt sat down in a chair across from the stranger. Metal seared
through her slip and dress. That poor manl She could barely sit still. She
wiped back hair from her brow and shaded her squinting eyes. "The Hicks
place? I didn't hear it had sold." She didn't say that it was a bad-luck farm
that nobody had ever made a success of. "Are you from around here?"
"Nome, nome, not from here." He tilted the glass, sucked ice, and cracked
a mouthful between his teeth. He glanced at the pitcher. She poured more
lemonade.
"Where are you from. Just to be nosy?"
"Memphis ...bom and raised in Memphis, Tennessee. Yes, Ma'am, Memphis,
Tennessee. I was a tire builder 'til the yankees closed Goodyear."
Mrs. Calicutt nodded as if something important were settled. "When I was
a girl I Just begged my daddy to take me to the Peabody Hotel every time he
went to Memphis. I loved that Peabody! Just to look into the lobbywas a treat.
That lobby was a fairy land."
'They've done it back. It's Just like it used to be. Even better. They've got
those ducks that ride from the roof down the elevator and waddle over to that
pool in the lobby, you know? The bellhop that drives them down on the elevator
carries a switch. I've seen that. He sure does. Those ducks watch that switch.
They turn their beaks this way and that, but those little pea-eyes watch that
switch. They know about that switch."
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"Is that so?"
The man leaned forward, conspiratorialty. "Ma'am. That reminds me of a
saying ofmy daddy."
"Yes?"
He chuckled and scraped his chair close. She could smell his odor. It wais
almost the warm scent of Harold Dean when he had worked in the garden.
She drew a deep breath. Something fluttered in her stomach.
"—Daddy said that when you've got a man by the balls you've got his full
attention." Del Penne beamed, then flicked a glance at her expression and
rushed on. 'That might not seem a story to tell a lady, but you'll appreciate it
applies to ducks."
Mrs. Calicutt gazed down the road a long minute. She'd started paying him
no mind as soon as he said, "If you've got a man by the—." She knew what
was coming, and just excluded Del Penne from her world. That's what her
mother would have done when a man spoke out ofturn, and her mother before
her, on through generations. You pretend not to hear men. You let their words
fly past. If they forget themselves or had no manners, you abolished them.
After the correct interval Mrs. Calicutt softened her lips and bushed back
her hair, Del Penne leaned forward in the green chair, his face overlywrinkled.
She thought, maybe he didn't mean to offend. She said, "About this matter of
business—"
"Mrs. Calicutt, my ox is in the ditch. A mote is in my eye. My wine is turned
to water." The man lifted his legs on the hot metal seat to ease them.
"Somebody said you might, somebody who'd know." He looked at her accus-
ingly. 'They said you would."
"Who's that? They said I'd what?"
"Just somebody who'd know. They might not care to be named. You can't
tell." He looked at her mysteriously. He hitched his chair nearer and whis-
pered, "You'd be safe in my house as in First Baptist. I'm a widower, very
respectable, churchgoer and bom-again, like yourself. I come down here to
Mississippi to try to make me a living." He hitched his chair until their knees
brushed. "It's this way." He looked left and right. "I need me a housekeeper
one day a week."
She looked at the man a long time. Her eyes chilled to ice. Ideas of insult
ran through her mind. What in the world was he thinking? "Me? You can't
mean me."
"I didn't say maidi" His hand jiggled in front of her face, flagging her down.
"I said housekeeper. This other lady said ifyou will do it, you're the best. She
said it would be all right to ast you."
Mrs. Calicutt shook her head five times.
"She says a man could eat his supper off your floor." He glanced into the
dark living room, "She said I wouldn't have to worry about a thing ifyou was
to do it. She said you would do it up right. She said you was fair and square
to ever'body."
"I've never hired out. I was a wife." Mrs. Calicutt was surprised to hear a cat
mewl in her voice.
"Nome, I don't speck you have. I don't speck you have." He looked directfy
at her for the first time. Something in his eyes said he understood.
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Mrs. CalicuttJumped to her feet, reaching behind to loosen her dress where
it had stuck. She was in a dither. She didn't know whether to come or go.
"Let's talk inside, Mr. Del, where it's cool. It's too hot out here to think."
Mr. Penne's trousers came unstuck from the chair with a subdued purr.
"Yes, ma'am, it is. The name is Penne."
Overlarge furniture and a 27 inch TV screen crowded the room. A fan
wickered overhead. Pink wall-to-wall carpet swirled in cat licks from vacuum-
ing. Green twill covered the platform rocker by the window. Over the twill
stretched a vinyl cover. Original cellophane wrapped the lamp shades in
diagonal ripples. Antimacassars protected the sofa against soiling by greasy
heads. Three windows stood open, draped by material as thin as hospital
gauze.
Penne walked around the room, picking up photographs framed in shiny
metal.
"Harold Dean," she whispered, "my husband." She must cling to Harold
Dean.
"Was that your man's name? Are you lonely, too?" Del Penne's voice whined
like a country singer's. "Lord, woman!" He bent to pat the vinyl seat ofa chair.
"Sit down right here. We got a lot in common! I feel so singular in this world
among perverts that have abandoned the Lord and his natural ways my
insides about turn to water. They near about do." Hi$ fluttery eyes fixed on
hers.
She sat on the far side of the room, staring at him.
"Miz Calicutt, I'm gonna be straight with you, 'cause that's the way folks
say you are— straight." He nodded and she nodded.
"I'd reckoned on several hours."
Mrs. Calicutt nodded that she'd heard. That's all it meant. Her gaze lingered
on the glass-topped coffee table. She compelled her brown, capable hands to
lie folded and ladylike.
'There would just be house work for me and the washing and ironing. The
pay would be whatcha call it, national wage. This person can pick the day she
wants. She can do that!" He nodded, convincing himself.
"Now, like I say, I'm gonna be straight with you. I been in Parchman Prison.
Yes Ma'am. Served twelve months time for a crime of burglary I never done.
This nigger done it. He told me so his own self. Laughed at me about it, how
I served his time." Mr. Penne sighed. 'The first night I hid under a cot. Homos
and perverts dragged me out. I screamed and hollered, but no guard came to
my aid. I hollered to God in his holy mountain, but he never came either." He
looked left and right. "A man is not made for it. You understand. Ma'am? I'm
telling you this in Christian love."
Mrs. Calicutt crossed her feet. She gazed into the yard to avoid his naked
eyes. "My, my," she said.
"I Just knowed you'd understand." The man slid out his short legs. "We'll
get along fine." He adjusted his crotch. "Folks told me you are a widow lady."
That doesn't mean anything, she thought. Men don't always remember
where they are or who they're with. But it was time for him to go. She scooted
to the edge of the sofa and patted her knees. "Let me think about it, Mr. Penne.
I will do that. I know where you live, and I'll give you a call if I decide to—"
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He shook his head. "I won't have no telephone for a day or two." He didn't
move. "Is that a sweet roll I smell?" He sniffed mightily. "A sweet roll? What
would you charge me for a piece?"
She looked at the screen door and the sunlight beyond, patterning ara-
besques on the porch floor through the pecan tree leaves. A crow called. It
seemed very far away.
He canted his head and smiled. "I'll bet you like a piece, too, now and then,
don't you, now? Don't you like a sweet roll?"
His words were like intimate brushes by the hands ofsomeone helping with
a coat. She couldn't believe itwas happening. She patted her knees and tucked
her feet together in their black, sensible shoes. "I'm baking it for the church."
"I haven't had me a piece in a long time."
Mrs. Calicutt stood abruptly.
Penne remained seated. 'The Good Book says take yourjoy among women.
Ma'am. It says, don't cast your seed on the ground. It says better the belly of
a whore than that a man cast his seed on the ground. Man and woman was
meant to be. In Parchman Prison, they forgot every bit of holy word."
"You'll have to go," she said.
He studied her with his head canted. She didn't know whether he was
laughing at her or taking her words to heart He stood and backed a step in
the direction of the door. Her hands itched to slam it behind him.
"You don't think ill ofme trying to buy a piece of sweet roll offyou, do you?"
Del Penne's clipped eyebrows lifted. His papery voice fluttered. "I never meant
any harm. A man gets lonely for home cooking. I can't boil water, myself." His
pudgy hand lingered on the screen door. "Could you give me a lift to my car?
I hate to ast but it's mighty hot." He watched her face. "Don't trouble yourself."
He opened the door part way. "Would you have a can of gasoline to get me
started? I'll bring it back soon's I get to a pump. It won't cost you a dime to
he'p me out."
Her face was stone. 'There is nothing here for you, Mr. Penne, nothing at
all. I'm a widow and a respectable lady."
He went outside and faced her through the screen. His fingers worked
circles, as if turning an invisible hat. "Lord, Miz Calicutt! Have I said you
wasn't? All I done was to offer you a job to work. All I done was to speak the
plain truth."
Her expression softened ten degrees. "I'm sorry I can't help you about the
job. I'll give you the sweet roll. I can bake another one for the church." She
gave him a look, now that she had control, that would anchor him where he
stood. "Wait here."
He whined after her, "Do you have a Masonjar you could put some ice water
in. Ma'am? That blame old car may not kick off."
She shook her head and reached for the pitcher of lemonade. Ice clicked
uncontrollably in the pitcher. It took both hands to steady it
She handed him the wrapped pastry and jar of lemonade through the
doorway. He set them on a chair seat. "You look kindly pale."
"I'm fine."
He shook a Winston out of a box and hung the cigarette in the comer of his
red mouth. From a two penny box of matches he extracted one, lifted his hip,
and scraped the match head into flame. He spoke through coiled smoke. "I
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don't reckon you'll mind if I stand out here on the public road and hitch me
a ride. That won't trouble you none, will it?"
She shook her head.
Wrinkles puckered between Penne's brows. Little rolls of paper remained
trapped in his whiskers. He picked up the beadedjar. "Well, I 'predate it. Sorry
we can't do no business."
Mrs. Calicutt watched him go. Heat shimmered above the surface of the
road. The black trousers wrinkled behind his knees and bagged in front of
them. He pulled his shoulders back excessively, and hung his arms like plumb
bobs.
The next day when the telephone rang Mrs. Calicutt rushed to it, but the
caller hung up. It was so annoying, so disappointing, when she missed a call.
She had told Gladys, "Let my telephone ring ten times. I might be outside
weeding the garden, and get to the door Just as you hang up. Lordyl I never
go anywhere." But Gladys puffed clouds of smoke and darted her eyes after
only ten seconds of frustration. Mrs. Calicutt suspected she slammed down
telephones.
Mrs. Calicutt called the store, but, no, Gladys had not telephoned.
"I got to go, hon," Gladys said. Her words ran so fast they stepped on each
other's heels. "Every seat at the counter's full. And Billy's gone and can't help
out. Halfthe women in town forgot and left their porch lights on this morning."
Mrs. Calicutt visualized Gladys's lips thin, her head shake, her eyes stitch
across a showcase of hunting gear and shelves of canned goods, to waiting
customers.
Well, all right," Mrs. Calicutt faltered. "I just wondered if it was you."
She didn't stray far from the telephone that day or the next. When the
instrument finally rang she watched it b-ri-rrring! once, then picked it up like
a pan of milk about to boil over. Penne's voice—no, his breath— fluttered
through the receiver, connecting them intimately. She removed the black
plastic from her skin and the private coils of her ear. His breath sounded like
the beating wings of a trapped insect.
"Hello? Who's there?"
"We ain't all jail birds," he blurted. "I got a niece is making herselfa lawyer."
"What? I don't understand."
"I've paid my debt and confessed to Jesus. I've turned over all new leaves."
"Mr. Penne, I told you plainly—" Had she been unjust, maybe unchristian,
Mrs. Calicutt wondered? She lessened the impatience in her voice.
"I know you did. Ma'am. I know you did, but it ain't fair. It ain't fair to either
one of us." He sounded whiny and indignant.
"Excuse me, Mr. Penne, I don't understand this, I don't understand what
you mean. Something is on the stove. I have to go." She replaced the telephone
and drew a deep breath.
In her rocker, watching people pass on their separatejourneys, she felt more
alone than before. Gazes bounced against her window. She waved to strangers
but the gesture made no connections.
So, this is how it would be. One day she would be too old to drive, or keep
the Monte Carlo repaired, or afford insurance. Maybe she would become
disabled. There would be only the road to watch.
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She thought of Penne's flickering eyes and paper voice and tried to compro-
mise her vision. Has it come to this? The telephone lay inert in its cradle. She
lifted the instrument and put it down. Her voice was undependable. Maybe
later, maybe later.
Nausea hung heavy in her stomach. Tingles ran though her fingers and
palms. She paced the floor, rubbing bare arms. There is always television. I
can watch television. People used not to have that
She went to the front door and stood, turning her head. Not one motor could
be heard. Not a bird or a dog could be seen. She fumbled for the light switch
with a blind hand. The cry of twenty five watts went into the sunlight.
Emergency, it said, emergency.
oooo
DAVID IGNATOW
At the Pool
A beard of rain, pale as age,
ripples the water, but I am
not free to understand. Neither
is the water receiving the rain.
We are in a world of signs,
empowered only to create themselves.
I too am of my own making
and the answer to my question
is in being present with the others.
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LOUIS DANIEL BRODSKY
Hapless Eiver After
For Ann Bohman
Like myriad carrier pigeons
Released from their cages in furious jubilation,
Words echoing the king's ringing decree
Go out in a flock
As a proclamation requiring all subjects
In every demesne, flefdom, and shire
To submit to the tedious trying on
Of one curiously tiny, vitreous slipper
Left behind last night
At the stroke of midlife
Near the palace gate by a phantom lady
Recklessly descending Destiny's staircase.
Escaping one step ahead of Fate,
Suspended between innocence and disgrace.
Queen Mother and guttersnipe.
But, despite searching kingdom-wide.
Neither Prince nor attendants
Could locate a maiden
Whose foot might remotely fit into the slipper
Or features resemble those
His Highness remembered being ravished by
All evening brief, who dreamed
Of wedding her even as the dream ceased
Just prior to Ever After.
In fact, now as King, uncheckmated.
He's still interviewing potential claimants.
Hopeful of retrieving that magical glow
Even princelings and jesters possess
Transcending their own gross momentariness
Every trillion incandescences or so.
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A Story by
T. ALAN BROUGHTON
SwrLTTier Home
Cal rose early. He had lain awake until the rain stopped at dawn, then had
dozed, and now he woke to see mist blurring the nearby pines. Water was
dripping from the eaves. He hoped he could leave without waking his father.
He swung his legs over the side of the bed and set his feet on the cold floor.
He began wording the note he would leave—Dfd not want to wake yoiL Will
caR this evening. Hope to see you in Connecticut, latefall. He would have the
same problem he faced each time he wrote a letter to his father. Love seemed
too mawkish. Affectionately was too distant The usual solution was simply
to scrawl his name.
He began to lather his face but paused to stare at his upper lip. Recently
he had shave his mustache after twenty-five years ofwearing one, and his lip
was so foolishly naked that he could not continue to look at it. He glanced
through the window. A buck was feeding in the glade. Because of the fog he
could not count the points , still furred, but the animal was large, full-shoul-
dered, and grazed at ease as if the house were not there. The past few nights
Cal had insisted he heard deer snorting when some noise from the house
startled them, but his father had said no, they had stopped coming this far
down years ago, "Ever since they turned the road into a four-lane highway."
This was only one of their smaller arguments, the kind that trailed off into
reminiscences. "Many evenings your mother would sit on the [porch and name
them. Said she got to know some of them that well. Just one of the reasons
she made me buy the place." That too could have lapsed into bickering if Cal
decided to be loyal to her opinions. She had often scoffed at his father when
he complained of the taxes and expenses of keeping up a summer place,
blaming it on her. She would say, 'Tou gave me no peace that winter until I
said you could buy it."
Since her death Cal had come to see how her presence had kept his father
from becoming too much himself. She muted his most obvious traits, helped
him see the humor in matters that he could only take seriously now. Cal
wondered ofthe same were true of himself. Had she always mediated for them?
Without her to mock their confrontations they collided with head-on stub-
bornness.
Cal had been trying very hard this visit to keep the peace. His father was
seventy-five. Cal had just turned forty-four. Two of his friends, both in their
forties, had died recently. Although he was perfectly healthy, still running four
miles a day or playing a few games of squash, he had begun to sense that he
was in as much jeopardy as his father. Couldn't they simply share their sense
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of mortality and be done with the chafing? But Don Blgelow never admitted
change Into his life easily. After the funeral he had said in vexation to Cal,
"Pneumonia. I can't understand it. I always thought Harriet was stronger than
that. I tell you, she Just gave in to it."
The buck's head and white flag of tail lifted. With face turned to the house
it began a high stepping retreat to the woods, then bounded so quickly into
the foggy borders that a curtain seemed to have fallen. The lather was so cold
and thin on Cal's cheek, but he still stared at the patch of pale green, the
encroaching saplings. His mother had grown wildflowers there. He almost
heard her singing. He closed his eyes. She was wearing her large straw hat,
and the wicker basket with trowel and nippers were beside her stooping form.
Surely he and his father shared this vision.
No, he could not just leave a note, even if last night had ended in one of
their tangles. Cal and been goaded beyond his ability to restrain himself by
his father's nagging about how professors had no right to unionize, how in his
day universities were places dedicated to learning rather than factories divided
into management, laborers, and products. Although he and his son were both
professors, emeritus and full, Don insisted they might as well have spent their
lives working in totally different endeavors.
"People like you are wrecking everything we worked for," his father had
stated, that voice he would not permit to become emotional drawn tight as a
cable, his neck straining forward.
"It was wrecked before I got there," Cal answered, never able to keep himself
from bleating, his hands whirling in air like an inarticulate child, "by all the
phony words, the false dreams you guys believed in. That's exactly what let
them take advantage of faculty for years."
When theywent to bed, both left brandy in their snifters. But as they turned
to wave good night, Cal saw his father glance also at the wasted liquor, and
he knew thatwhat made them both lonelierwas the memory ofhow she would
have chided them the next day. She could always tell when they had ended
the evening badly by the unfinished drinks.
As he lay in his bed trying to sleep, he kept imagining his father opening
the door to his bedroom, turning on the light between the twin beds, one of
which was always empty but carefully made at the beginning ofeach summer.
At first he did not see his father when he walked into the living room and
, set his suitcase by the table with its half-finished jigsaw puzzle. He had
to lean close in the dim light to make out a brightly colored segment of Hong
Kong Harbor that crumbled into floating bits of sampans and freighters and
water indistinguishable from sky. The box top with its completed version
boasted. Five Thousand Pieces— Goodfor the Whole Vacation.
" 1 did it last summmer," his father said from the high-winged chair near
the vacant fireplace. Took me a week. Some pieces were missing, though, and
I forgot to write down where. Only reason I'm doing it again is to find out"
"You're up early."
"No. You're up late. I never sleep much past five these daj^."
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Don ^vas tall like his son, but more heavy-boned, and his peppered hair
when it was not crew cut stood out in unruly tufts. Cal had his mother's black
hair that hung straight, was impossible to keep out ofhis eyes, but never stood
out.
"Besides, I didn't want you Just to leave a note like you did last summer."
"Did I?" Cal frowned. "Did you see the buck?"
"As a matter of fact, yes, I guess I can't deny it. You were right about the
deer."
Cal wanted to say he had not mentioned it to force an apology, but Don
continued, "I just don't hear as well and I suppose I should admit it."
"It was big."
"Want some breakfast?"
"No, thanks. I'll stop later down the road. Helps me break it up."
"You and your mother. Never could understand that. Once I'm in the car I
want to keep at it. Get there."
In the silence the drips from the pine tree onto the roofsnapped and popped.
"I'll be staying on till early September."
"I'm sorry I won't be able to get back this summer."
"Well, remember, it's not far. You might want to retreat from the library.
Although I didn't agree with your mother at first, she was right. As usual.
Some time in the woods or on a stream, away from the books, makes the mind
work better."
Don stood and held onto the back ofthe chair for a moment. At the doorway
he kept one hand on the screen and did not push. Cal waitedjust behind him
with his suitcase.
"I wonder if you'll want to use it at all."
"What?"
'The house. It'll be yours soon. Are the memories good enough?"
"Of course."
"I doubt it. I can scarcely take it myself. No where else to go now, realty, and
I love the place, but it's too full of Harriet to give me much peace. When it's
just you here, it'll be two against one."
Cal tried to laugh. "No fair. I'll call in an exorcist."
don pushed the door but still hesitated. "It is unfair. Just like last night,
Cal. I didn't mean to argue. I meant to get through all four days without a
single argument. We can't, you and I. We began arguing even before you could
talk, when you wanted to climb in the blue easy chair and bust your head
falling off the back and I wouldn't let you."
"Oh, well, I suppose you're still only trying to keep me from bustingmy head
on this or that."
'Touche. You see? Inevitable. A parent is always a parent."
They walked side by side through the carpet of needles and the fresh, pale
stems of Indian pipes. Cal wanted to say something witty but also deepfy
affectionate, something that would acknowledge all their history and indicate
a transcending, humorous acceptance.
When he said, "Yes, but I wouldn't have asked for any other parents," he
had waited too long, and the words sounded rehearsed.
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As Cal opened the trunk, Don said, "I don't knowwhy you went for this big
American gas guzzler. A waste for a bachelor, I'd say. Your could put two
families in it."
There must be a rent-a-family place I could go to. Then you'd feel better
about the car too."
"It's never too late, Cal, to settle down."
Cal sat behind the wheel, aware of the obvious reduction in size. Here he
was staring up at his father like a small child again, up into stem, blue eyes
and a mouth that was not going to show any emotion at parting, whether it
was when his son went to college or even into the Army for a brief stint. But
he vaguely remembered what it had been like as a child—arms in a brusque
clasp, faces breathing against each other's neck. Now between them was a
padded wall of steel, and they stared at each other through an oval with its
glass half-lowered.
"I'll call," Cal said.
"Same old number."
"Good to have something to count on."
"He turned the key, and as the engine rumbled- he thought he heard his
father say something else, something extraordinary, very like, I love you, Cal^
but when he looked up the man was still staring down at him, his bps firm.
Cal backed the car, waved, his father's hand made an economical flap at
him, and then he was twisting through roots and puddles. As he turned the
comer before the steep drop into the woods, he slowed and looked back. His
father had not moved. He was standing with his arms folded, his face turned
down. Cal braked to a complete stop. The figure still did not shift. The mist
was drifting away, and the dim sunlight suffused the glade between them.
He could yank on the hand brake, fling open the door and run through that
neglected open space where the wildflowers were being choked by weeds and
saplings. He could fling his arms around the figure that had become small
enough to lift and carry with him.
But his foot rose, the car began to gather speed under the momentum of its
own weight, and he had to steer carefully to keep the tires in the ruts.
oooo
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PAUL RAMSEY
Fuel
Will confronts will
In a rage for fame.
"Mine!" "Mine!"
"Enlarge my name!"
In Hell will's kindling
Is its flame.
JO ANNE GROWNEY
Paradoxes
Numbers delight me:
I like to add one and one-half,
and half of one-half,
and half of that,
and so on.
I can go on forever like this
and find a sum of two.
Numbers frustrate me:
I thought I could be one myself
and half of one with you.
This effort has reduced me
to less than one
and less than half.
This puzzle has no resolution
except in theory.
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JO ANNE GROWNEY
Boston Aunt
When my sister goes to heaven,
It will take the place quite a while
To get used to her.
First of all,
She will get the saints and angels organized
To move around space and enjoy the sights
And smells and sounds and tastes of paradise
As they have not known how to do before.
She has had the practice that makes perfect
In her earthly role as city aunt.
Of course, God may take notice
of her business savvy and success.
Always staying human
Within the corporate Jungle,
Never losing touch
With her family from the farm.
But her indeniable sainthood comes
From the faithful way she carries out
Her role as city aunt—
Graciously providing summer camp
For neices and nephews
In her tiny condominium.
Patiently arranging sightseeing tours:
"Let's walk the Freedom Trail and see your history."
"Have you ever seen a shark? We'll go to the Aquarium.
"Ever ride a subway? Let's take the T."
On to the Science Museum and the Museum
of Fine Arts and Fenway Park, encouraging
Tired legs to keep on walking. "Let's eat
at Quincy Market. I'll buy if you'll try something new."
Prodding eyes to see the big amazing
World outside home town and family.
When my sister goes to heaven
Her honorific shall be AUNT.
CAnd she'll change some things.)
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A Story by
GARY HOLLADAY
Sweet Manna
There's a chicken factory near here and that's what smells so bad. On the
highway, look for the big trucks that carry the chickens to their death-
place. They're crammed into tiers ofwire cages, thousands to a truck, feathers
flattened by the wind, and ifyou catch the eye of any chicken, prostrate with
despair or simply squashed from rocketing along at sixty miles an hour, you
will see intelligence in that yellow eye, you can tell that the chicken knows
where it's going and is not happy about it. At the factory, cranes unload the
stacks of crates from the big trucks, lowering the chickens onto a conveyor
belt thatwhisks them into the plant. They'll come out as roasters or fryer parts
or neat little palm-sized pieces that you can cut up and stir-fry. What happens
to all the feathers? Pillows? And the blood goes to lipstick companies, did you
know that?
But this story isn'tjust about chickens. It's about how one person leads to
another. It's about a mother and father and their son, an all-white child with
breasts. His skin and hair were so pale that he looked like he should never go
out in the sun, though he wasn't an albino, just a shade or two away from
that. And breasts that quivered in disgrace beneath his T-shirts so that he
kept his arms folded across his chest evenwhen the teachermade the children
run relays. Putyour arms down, Stanley, the teacher'd holler, you'll mn faster,
and she made him put his arms down, and then everybodysaw how his breasts
jigged up and down, and they tormented him in his misery.
His mother and father ran a drugstore— his father was the pharmacist and
his mother tended the lunch counter and did everything else too, like wrapping
presents when customers wanted some little knickknack gift-wrapped, a little
picture frame or a vase or a stuffed animal or a box of stale candy. The
wrapping paper was plain and cheap and old, in rolls so big the pharmacist
said they'd never have to worry about buying more.
Even though the parents worked hard all day, they stayed up late every
night. At three in the morning the mother would glide into the kitchen in her
robe and get herself little snacks of cheese crackers or canned peaches or
whatever was left over from supper, and she'd sit around reading movie
magazines or folding laundry, and the father would remember something he
had to do in the store and he'd go downstairs and unlock the door (they lived
right above the shop) and always somebody'd see the lights on and bang on
the door to please be let in so they could buy cough syrup or painkiller or
some prescription for a relative who was about to die for sure. And how could
the father say no?
The child lived like his parents did, snacking late and rambling around the
house with a sandwich in his hand, playing with his toys, opening and
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shutting the windows, puttering around till he fell asleep from exhaustion on
the couch or in his bed.
Everybo(fy in the family had trouble getting up in the morning, so the boy
suffered not only from his paleness and his breasts but also from the stigma
of tardiness. His schoolmates held their shirts our from their chests with
thumbs and forefingers, mocking his nipples, saying, "Oh my! Late again. I
was Just playing with my boobs and missed the bus." The boy would not tell
his parents about the taunting, he was too proud and besides, even though
he was only eleven he could see they had problems enough. Saturday
mornings he helped his father in the store and saw his father groggily flick
pills into bottles, saw his mother commit a hundred absent-minded sins
against hygiene—mopping the floor with the same rag she used to swab the
lunch counter, getting the spoons for tuna salad and her own coffee cup mixed
up, serving coffee to a customer in the cup she'd been drinking from herself.
It was the coffee that saved the family day after day, though it took till noon
to wake them up for real.
The child, hunched over at one end of the counter gulping from a chipped
cup, looked oddly grown-up; people that pale, you can always tell just where
the lines will be in their face when they're old. His daddy passed by him and
ran a hard thumb down his back and cried, "Sit up straight Stanley. You're
so bent over, your spine's gunna warp," and that thumb pressed so hard on
Stanley's spine that Stanley gagged on his hot coffee and spilled it all over his
shirt. Then his mother fussed and sighed, and Stanley developed the nervous
habit of pulling on his arm hair, which was long, and twisting it up into little
points. He was nervous, but he was smart, and soon he could do all kinds of
things, like operate the cash register and stock the shelves and sweep the
floors, and his parents came to rely on him, and now and again on a Saturday
they'd sleep a little later and send Stanley downstairs to open the shop. He
could do lots of things, except of course fool with medicine, could serve food
and wrap gifts and make change.
This was in North Carolina, where it gets really, really hot in the summer-
time (how hot? somewhere between fried chicken and death) and stays
boiling way into fall, and on those hot days, that chicken factory just stank,
that's the only word for it. Smelled like guts and gore and awful vile parts and
deeds. This story has to do with chickens in a way, but the smell was more
than incidental, because when the wind was right (or, really, wrong) it swept
through town, that stink did, and got all mixed up with the stale smell of the
air conditioning in the drugstore, so the family went around with their noses
looking pinched all the time. The father would tell the mother, "Aren't you
lucky I married you, otherwise you'd still be working at the plant with a
shower-cap on your head," (because the chicken pickers wore blue plastic
caps), and she'd snap, "It was good money. Mr. Rice says I can have my job
back anytime," and her husband said, "Huh. As if he knows who you are."
Who was Mr. Rice, that they fought about him? He was a chicken legend
who had started out in that very town with a bacl^ard flock of ^\^andottes
and Rhode Island Reds and had built up a chicken empire. He was old, but
he still went after women. Nobody in town ever saw him, because now he was
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so rich and famous that he didn't have to live anywhere at all except on the
pages of magazines. His mother still lived in that little town, though, in an
ordinary house with dirty windows and stumps in the front yard. Mr. Rice's
admirers said he was mean and smart; his enemies said he was mean and
stupid. All anybody could agree on was that he was mean and damn rich.
But what this story is really about, is sex. This family—Stanley and his
father and mother—were all messed up about sex, but hey, who isn't? The
child, maybe he was too young to say whether he was messed up about it or
not, but his mother and father were, or at least itwas a torment to them. They
were angry about it all the time, and Stanley picked up on the anger and its
undercurrents, and it made him be extra-good. Whenever he wanted to do a
bad thing, he resisted. When other children stood on their front porches
spraying passing cars with hard blasts from garden hoses, or scrambling over
wet cement writing bad words, or scooping dogshit into paper bags and setting
the bags afire and leaving them on people's porches to be stomped out by the
unwary—when other children did that kind of thing, Stanley was just good,
and when the other children came to the store and teased him, always just
out of earshot of his mother and father, he did not say a word, just grew pale
red like the mark that a stinging nettle leaves on your skin.
A person was disturbing the lives of his father and mother, a woman whowas new in town: a female undertaker, broad-shouldered and pale-lashed
with a gaze that said, "I know all your secrets, your fears." Her funeral parlor
was just a few blocks from the drugstore and she let it be known that she had
paid cash for the business. She went to the barber every two weeks so that
her hair was short as a man's, downright military, and she kept a little jar of
Jervis powder in her pocket and clapped powder on the back of her neck on
hot days as she sat up at the lunch counter. Men liked her. They'djoke, "How's
business? Bet it's dead," and she'd laugh and pass a hand over her short hair
and say, "Seriously, guys, don't be afraid of me," and she'd give a monster-
laugh like in the movies, heeaaughJ that would set everybody at the lunch
counter to rocking and guffawing. Everybody except Stanley's mother.
Stanleyd cut his eyes over to his mother's setjaw and he'd put the same look
on his own face.
But Stanley's father made a big fuss over the undertaker, whose name was
Sarah (Serra, as people said it) . "Serra, for somebody that works with dead
folks, you're the livingest person I know," and she'd put her big square hand
on his arm and say, 'Thanks, darlin'. I'll save my nicest box for ya," and
Stanley's father, who'd never had much to do with the lunch counter crowd
before, now crowed, "Hey fellas, y'all hear that?"
"Don't talk to me anymore. I'm reading," she'd say, bluffing, holding up a
page of obits in front of her face. "Departed this life— " and she'd say the name
of whoever was sitting next to her, while the laughter started and kept on
coming. Stanley's father, who never let anybody read newspapers or maga-
zines without buying them first, let Sarah read anything she wanted. So she
read comic books. Field and Streanx Motor Trend, anj^thing.
She baited Stanley's mother. "Your son can have a job with me. I'll teach
him all there is to know, from the totin' in to the layin' out to the diggin' and
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layin* in," and Stanley's mother said, real mad, "Yd rather see him dead than
be an undertaker," and that broke up the lunch counter, and when Stanley's
mother realized her pun, she slapped her rag on the counter and turned her
back on Sarah.
The mother and father fought now about Sarah, in the long nights while
they puttered around the apartment Stanley's mother said, "She ought to be
run out of town, so unnatural and bold about it. When I die, she's not getting
her hands on me," and Stanley's father said, "She's got the joy o' life in her, a
heap more than you ever had. You don't know a thing about her."
Then Sarah started reading another kind ofmagazine at the lunch counter:
girlie magazines. Yes, the kind you had to ask Stanley's father for at the cash
register, because he kept them underneath the shelf. She kept the covers
folded back, so thatwhen men asked, "Whafre you readin', Serra? ' she'd flash
the cover at them, a full-color shot ofbig bare bosoms hanging out ofa bathing
suit—and while the men reeled with shock, she'd read aloud: "Dear Sirs, Let
me tell you about something my girlfriend and I have discovered that is really
wonderful— " and then she'd break off and slap her thigh and the men would
say, "Jeez-UM."
Stanley's mother stopped that right quick, snatching the girlie magazines
out of Sarah's hands: "Get out," and Sarah groaned, "Blondie," (for that was
her nickname for Stanley's mother), "have a heart," and sauntering to the
doorway, she blew kisses to everyone at the lunch counter.
Soon she was back, reading Just sports magazines again. One day, while
Stanley was arranging stuffed animals in a bin at the end of an aisle, Sarah
said, "How'd you like to come by my place for a look-see?"
"No thanks," he said. A blue bunny rabbit spun out of his grasp, and Sarah
retrieved it with a grin.
He didn't go to her funeral parlor. But he thought about what she'd said,
and he came to know what longing meant, the yearning not to be alone. In
the long sleeve of the purple nights, as he fumbled among his toys, or sat in
front of the oscillating fan eating fried pork rinds, he travelled to Sarah's
funeral parlor in his mind. Yes, the living feel superior to the dead. They have
it over on them. Long nights went by that way. The town was silent and dark
except for the lights ofthe chicken factory, which ran 24-hour shifts and cared
nothing about midnight or noon. Oh it was hot, and the oscillating fan,
breezing right and left in the dark at Stanley, never lingered long enough on
his face to cool him, was always aiming its blessing somewhere else. In the
daytime his white face bore a heat flush. A windowsill tomato, Sarah called
him. She knew he stayed up half the night. "When you sleep, do you sleep
deep?" she asked. "Head doctors say, every night we have dreams that are too
painful to remember."
As if Sarah hadn't changed things enough, her sister came to town, or at
, least a woman that Sarah said was her sister (there was no physical
resemblance, nor any likeness in the way they behaved). The sister was much
younger than Sarah, just a girl really, and her name was December. She had
been paralyzed for many years, Sarah said, able to move nothing but her eyes,
and when the paralysis lifted, by a miracle nobody could explain, she grew
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strong and lovely. And yes she was lovely: her face became the light that
Stanley lived by, that beautiful sad face with straight dark brows and the sad
proud lift of her chin. She looked like, even if she became a rich man's wife,
she'd be so nice that if a deliveryman came up to her door in the middle of a
party, she'd greet him at the door with a tray of petits-fours in her hands and
say, "Help yourself!" She looked like she could love somebody a lot, could say,
"Oh I missed you, darling, darling—"
But unlike Sarah, who talked all the time, December hardly said a word.
And soon a tale began to creep around town: that she had a secret a something
in her that made her lust after many men, all men. She could not help it; it
was something in her head or her body or both that put the lusting beyond
her control. Men: old or young or ugly or fine, it didn't matter, and having
them only made her want them more. Was it true? Or was it just a fantastic
myth, sprung from the heat waves and the boiling clouds that would not rain,
that hung heavy as mince pie over the pitiful town?
One night Stanley crept down to the drugstore around three in the morning,
and there were his father and December twisting and turning on the floor in
between the shelves of bandaids and shampoo. Their sounds of ecstasy and
anguish made a devil's hymn.
By day, December sat on a swiveling stool at the lunch counter and looked
at her hands. Men had given her bracelets and rings. She wore wonderful
clothes, little green leather boots, gold suede halter dresses, beaded belts and
silver sashes. If Sarah, with her rough funny talk and her girlie magazines,
had been a torment to Stanley's mother, December, with her beauty and her
silence and her wildness, was a curse.
One day, the famous chicken man came into the drugstore. Yes, Mr. Rice!
He was alone (everybody had thought he used bocfyguards). But it was
him, all long-legged stride and blue eyes and so what if he was old, all that
money kept alive a fire in his eyes that was triumph. His car, black as an oil
slick, purred double-parked outside the store. He went to the cash register,
where Stanley's mother was cracking cylinders of pennies into the penny
compartment, and called her by name.
"Rosie, Rosie, do you remember me?"
She drew a hand across her forehead and swayed, unable to speak.
"A box ofcandy is what I want, candy for my mother," he said, and Stanley's
mother, like a wound-up toy, scurried to the candy shelf cooing, 'This one?
This one?" and Mr. Rice smiled and said, "Any one you pick is fine with me,"
and in her distraction, Stanley's mother wrapped up the display box, which
wasn't candy at all, but plastic. Plastic nougats and buttercreams and Jordan
almonds, fake but they sure looked real.
Mr. Rice spotted December poised at the lunch counter, dunking her rings
into a water glass to clean them. She slid off the stool and came toward him,
her arms outstretched. It was that easy.
"Well who are you?" the chicken man asked, but she didn't need to say a
word. Mr. Rice snatched the box of candy from Stanley's mother, forgetting
even to pay for it, and with December on his arm, he pegged out the door, into
the heat, and into his big black car.
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That night, Mr. Rice's mother (in her ordinary little house, all by herself) ate
the plastic candy and died from it What excitement there was all over town,
and how proud Sarah was to lay the old lady out in a casket lined with
eggplant-colored satin. At the funeral, Mr. Rice clasped December around the
waist and didn't hide the Joy on his face; his mother' death didn't matter one
whit, now that heaven had sent him December.
You cannot explain the human heart anymore than you can explain the
stars. Once, when Stanley was very young, his parents had taken him to a
park to see swans. They were beautiful, lovely and white and shaped like
graceful teapots. Their slow, windywings thrilled him. To one ofthem, he held
out a piece of broken toast Closer, closer: he could see the tiny holes in the
gold beak, the holes it breathed through. But it was mean, it bit him. The
mean swan. ..the mean swan. ..he remembered that swan as he looked at
December standing taU and still in Mr. Rice's arms. The swan hadn't known
what it was doing, and maybe December didn't either.
Now think about something in your own life, so you'll understand how
Stanley felt. Think about that time when your heart was wide open, when you
had just whispered to some one, "I love you," and you knew if they didn't say
it back, your heart would crack in two, as you strained between joy and hope
on the one side, and a whole universe of hell on the other. You hadn't known
you could ever feel that way about another human being; up to that point it
was just you, you, you, your own self, and now all of a sudden you were in
love. That face, your beloved's face, floated before you all the time, turning
your heart to quicksand and tuning wild fiddles in your blood. You can be any
age at all when that happens, but you never forget, do you? A wide-open heart
is wet cement, whatever happens to it, stays on it always.
Stanley stood there with his wide-open heart. His parents and the towns-
people were there too, in that flat graveyard with the familiar names carved
into the stones, but all he could think about was December. Her wild eyes
fluttered over him, he could tell she didn't care about Mr. Rice's mother.
It
was sunset, and the children of the town, weary from waiting all day for
the funeral, turned their restless attention to new amusement, and focussed
on Stanley, standing at the graveside in serious black clothes. He held a cap
to his chest to cover the twin curse of his flesh. He hoped it would soon be
dark, so his thoughts would be ever more his own. But as the mourners left
the graveyard, the children surrounded Stanley. They taunted him with
chopped-off sentences that came at him too fast to contradict. They started
touching him, grabbing him, and twisting his sensitive breasts, in a horrible
way that was meant to hurt. Stanley flailed at them with his fists. There were
girls as well as boys, mocking and attacking and hurling him to the ground.
He cried out and fought back as hard as he could, but the adults, clumped
here and there about the graveyard, didn't seem to notice at all.
Except December. All of a sudden she was there beside him, bending over
and shielding him from his attackers. He tasted dirt in his mouth and his
chest stung from the blows and the pinches, and above him was December's
white moon-face with the straight black eyebrows. So fierce were the other
children, that they hit her too, before they realized what they were doing and
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pulled back from her afraid. December drew Stanley close to her, they were
sitting awkwardly on a plot of grass next to a stone that said, "Our Lamb,"
and Stanley knew a happiness that he'd never known before, there in the arms
of that strange silent woman who had rescued him from hell.
He didn't hear her words, but her pale straight lips moved. Beyond her
shoulder, he saw the brown-shod feet of his classmates clumping away.
She lifted the shirt and kissed his bare bruised flesh, his tender harried
chest. He cried, the tears heating his head like a furnace.
Then he was waking, stiffand cramped from leaning against the "Our Lamb"
tombstone, and there was only his mother saying, "Come on, Stanley, get up,"
but still, his wrinkled shirt smelled of perfume.
Next, something happened that made the death of Mr. Rice's mother seem,
in comparison, like a card party. The very night of the funeral, December
was back in the drugstore with Stanley's father, and they didn't bother to turn
ofl"the lights. Mr. Face's black car came snarling down the street, slowed and
idled in front of the store, and Mr. Rice smashed open the glass door and
strode in and tore the two apart from each other, as Stanley watched frozen
from behind the bin of stuffed animals.
Then Mr. Rice shot—yes, shot—Stanley's father in the stomach, while
December, naked, backed slowly up the aisle, out the door, and into Mr. Rice's
car. Her dress, a shirred gold sheath, lay near Stanley's feet like a bright
caterpillar, the scent of Houbigant seeping out of it like a sly soul arising and
sneaking for Heaven's door.
These people just don't take time to think, you're saying. Except ma5^e
Stanley, what was he thinking? And his mother, what about her? She came
tumbling down the stairs in her nightgown, her loose hair spiralling across
her forehead, and cried to Mr. Rice, "I'll never forgive you, my hate will follow
you home."
What was the result of all this? More business for Sarah, yes, a box for
Stanley's father and a sweet dark grave in the graveyard, and lots of different
versions of the story flying here and there among the flat streets of the town
and among the chicken plant workers as they stripped the pinfeathers from
the limp yellow bodies and pried the gizzards loose from the inside.
And what is the end of the tale? Mr. Rice went to jail for awhile, but now
he's out again, richer than ever, Sarah says she knows where December is
but won't tell, "Because she's my sister and I love her." Stanley's mother still
runs the drugstore; why not, it's profitable enough, and people are still so
curious about what happened that they come in and buy things. The children
who'd tormented Stanley got older and were tormented by problems of their
own.
All this was a long time ago, so long that when you go back to wherever you
yourself grew up, your old house is small and shabby and your childhood
playmates are long since aged and married two or three times over. Love and
hate and jealousy have changed them, just as they've changed you.
You're saying, I bet Stanley became a preacher. A child like that, watching
fornication in a drugstore, seeing his daddy shot, would either grow up to kill
people his own self, or else spend his whole lifetime running after Jesus just
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to grasp the hem of His robe. Well no, he didn't become a preacher. He stayed
loyal to that one lovely moment of the flesh, and it seemed that what he hated
was Just, for want of a better word. Fate. Still, he mustVe been mad at
December and Mr. Rice, since because of them, his father bit the dust.
What about his physique? His breasts dropped right oflf him. Went from
short and fat to tall and lean, with a look in his eye that stopped questions
before they could get out of people's mouths.
See, Stanley has a question of his own. He'll spring it on you anytime, when
you're dumping Sweet *n Low into your coffee or gripping your gut begging
him to hurry with that prescription for stomach flu. He'll fix you with his hard
pale eyes and say, "What if everybody you'd ever been mad at was laying dead
in a ditch, and you had the power to bring one ofthem back to life, who would
it be? Do you have the name in your head? Fine—now just think about it.
YouVe forgiven that person and brought them back from the dead, but they're
sure—just sure— to cross you again, and then think how mad you'd be. You'd
feel double-betrayed and wish you'd left them laying in the ditch will all the
others."
Think about it. Whenever he asks you that, no matter how hot a day it is,
you'll feel cold inside. Why, you'd be so mad to be double-double-crossed,
you'd probably die of your own rage. You'd say to that person: 'To think I let
you livel" and then you'd keel over from being angry. What is that word in the
Bible— smite? smote? You'd be smitten, but in the bad way (which means
death), and not in the good way, which means to fall in love.
oooo
A Story by
ELEANORE DEVINE
Triptych with Whales
BARB
Barb said, "I don't understand. Why do you have to marry Fish Head?"
Ellen answered, "I love him."
"I should have known. No more calls, Sunday, Wednesday, Friday, to tell
me what you'd learned."
Only moments ago, rehearsing tomorrow's wedding, the twins had been
giggling and exchanging secrets as they walked slowly toward Jack, the
groom-to-be. Only moments ago, Ellen had been sure she'd made the right
choice: Barb at her side, rather than following at ten paces.
The twins were tall in theirjeans, lean, and. Barb's word, sineLvy. Their hair
fell in long fat braids. Ever since Barb had flown in from Boston where she
was completing her first year as a therapist. Jack had been saying, "You two
look more alike by the minute." Now, up the aisle, watching their hands go
chop-chop as they talked, he tapped his foot and sang along with the guitarist
who was playing his favorite song: "Couldn't hear the robin sing/Just wouldn't
have a clue/ Anyway it wouldn't ring true/ If notfor you... "*
His voice, three-quarters of a note flat as usual, made Ellen want to push
Barb aside. Jack was the one she wanted now— his quick recognition ofwhat
people thought but could not say, his eyes the color of the sea where it meets
the horizon, his warm hard body as close to hers as possible. Barb was saying,
"Being a twin comes first." And, then, "I have to say the truth."
Ellen paced her answer to the rhythm of the Bob Dylan song. "Just because
it hurts doesn't mean it's true." She added, "You know what you should do."
"Yes."
They spoke in unison. "Learn not to hurt."
Then Barb said, "Myjob is to change other people's behavior, not my own."
"Whales change."
Barb groaned and turned back to the entry, past their friends in jeans and
embroidered blouses and sandals, past her sister's new family in lunch-at-
the-club pastels, past Aunt Terry who was reading, and Jack's nieces and
nephews who tumbled and pushed between the pews, running now under the
bright Nicaraguan posters and blue and white banners that said, LOVE
HELPS. In the church's dark vestibule, the heavy oak door half-open. Barb
stopped, and, just as her sister had known she would, turned back. Ellen still
stood in the aisle, hand raised to say, "Wait," to her groom who started toward
her.
"What do you mean. El, whales change?"
"Change their behavior."
"Only with a Keeper. I don't want a Keeper."
"In the wild. Barb. In the wild."
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Nine steps away. Jack was explaining to the young minister. "Identicals.
Ever since they paddled about in the amniotic fluid, they've been competing
for space, for food, for attention, Ellen says she must have done a lot ofpushing
to be bom first. They cut their first teeth the same night, the same hour. They
won prizes for synchronized swimming until the dean grounded them for
turning in identical examination papers they'd written in classrooms two floors
apart. Barb gets a headache in Boston, Ellen gets a headache in Florida. They
talk in duets."
The minister, bearded from nose to thorax, from ear to ear, with a forehead
like a bronze bust of Caesar, said, "It takes a strong man to marry twins."
"A twin. One twin," Jack said. "Ellen didn't tell me about Barb until we were
engaged. She said men treat her differently when they find out about Barb.
As if they came in a set."
The minister pointed to the quotation from Chief Seattle over their heads:
All things are connected
Like the blood that unites one family.
Jack said, "We're going to be away six months so Barb can make the break."
The minister wiped his forehead with a red bandanna. "Is September this
hot in Ecuador?"
"Whales like it hot. For singing and breeding."
Meanwhile, the twins stood, arms locked, toe-to-toe, their speech oddly
accented to mask their secrets from all others. (Their code was simple: speed
up the words; run them together; put the accent at the end).
Tell me," Barb was saying, as if they weren't in the middle of a wedding
rehearsal, as if the chapel were not rented by the hour, as if, as it had always
been, nothing mattered but the two of them, "tell me how whales change."
'The biologist explains to the behavlorist? I wrote you about the grays at
Baja. Whalers used to call them Devil Fish and claimed they chased them up
on land, even up trees."
"Can't blame them. El, trying to mate and calf, men coming after them with
exploding harpoons."
"Exactly. Now that the hunting has stopped, the grays roll over like puppies
and let us scratch their bellies."
"I don't want anyone scratching my belly."
"Feels good."
Barb half-turned. Ellen blocked her retreat 'The whales opened their
mouths. Jack and I stroked their lips."
"So you're marrying him."
'There's a small matter of love. Recording humpback songs together.
Working side by side for ever and ever."
"And now you have somebody else to curl around in bed."
"Jack."
Barb began, "Guess it can't..."
"Be helped," Ellen said. •
Hand in hand they walked toward Jack. Ellen had insisted she could not
walk up the aisle alone.
"It's your wedding," the minister had said. "I like the idea ofsisters marching
up the aisle together, matching sisters. Do you really walk alike? Talk alike?"
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"Yes," Jack had said from his newly found knowledge, "and Ellen would be
safer with a trust ofQcer."
The sisters had, indeed, spent most of their lives under the jurisdiction of
a bank trust. In the beginning, Doctor Wentriss had sent a nurse to the
waiting room to say, 'There's another one coming."
Grandmother Hawthorne, family tradition had it, said, "Maybe the second
one will die." On being told that the double birth was Caesarean, she said to
her son, "Why can't your wife have babies the way everyone else does?"
Their mother had pretended the twins were a joke. She wanted to call them
Bonnie and Bessie. For days she had not filled in their birth certificates
because she had to check LEGITIMATE/ILLEGITIMATE? 'There are no illegiti-
mate babies," she said. She nursed them a month, then, because their father
wanted her to go to Spain with him, agreed to hire an English nanny. Despite
the blue ribbon Nanny Grey tied to Ellen's toe, a red one on Barb's, their father
had never learned to tell whichwas which. When their mother felt well enough,
she went back to her committees and charity balls.
It was Ellen who discovered that "well enough" meant "not drunk."
"She was in her prettiest dress. On her becL I thought she'd died. Iput a red
tulip in her hand, and then. Just like TV, I knelt and pretended to pray. Father
came. He slapped me. He picked up the glass beside Mother and pushed me
out the door."
At parties, Nanny Grey brought the twins down in their matching organdies
to shake hands and curtsy. 'Those parties," Barb said later. "Smoke. Smoke.
Talk. Talk. Drink. Drink."
Ellen said, 'The Hawthorne twins. Conversation pieces to brighten the
shrimp-and-martini hour."
"No one really spoke to us. El. Theyjust drank and said, *Ooooh, aren't they
cute?*"
"And the organdies. On us, they looked borrowed."
When the twins were eight, their mother died in surgery. Two years later,
their father died alone, sailing. A thin dry aunt from Ohio moved in to supervise
Nanny Grey. The bank supervised Aunt Terry, who spent her days at the
library copying the opening sentences from novels. She planned an anthol-
ogy-destination unknown-FAMOUS FIRST LINES. The twins took care of
each other.
Barb: "Blood there."
Ellen: "Me too. Don't tell Nanny 'II send us to the hospital"
W^;
at can be said ofJack Canwell, waiting at the altar, or rather where the
altar would have been had he or the minister believed in altars?
Listen to the sisters discuss him:
Barb: "He's shorter. He's older."
Ellen: "He's smarter."
"He's a singleton." Barb wrinkled her sharp little nose.
"He's sweeter."
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"Father would have hated him. A pcxDr tweedy Catholic with a Third World
beard."
"Jack gave up Catholicism twenty years ago, as if it mattered. I love the
beard. It tickles."
"I feel cut in half." Barb was using the smile they'd both perfected at their
mother's memorial service.
"I'll always need you, but Jack comes first."
"From now on. El, you'll be his assistant."
Barb was not ready to forgive her twin for leaving herwork in marine biology
in Florida and following Jack to Chicago to help him prepare for the whales
that would soon come to the Aquarium.
At the rehearsal dinner, both sisters wore blue dresses as iridescent as
dolphin fish. Each had let her hair fall to her waist. Before the powder room
mirror, Barb watched Ellen comb her hair, and backcombed a matching errant
lock. With a finger she traced a small wrinkle to the left of her mouth. Ellen
touched an identical line. "Eight June. Ten o'clock. Our twentieth birthday. I
told Jack our freckles match, that we both have a mole under our left breast"
"Old Fish head. He'll think he's taking on both of us."
"Not this time," Ellen said.
Barb's sigh was theatrical. "I never thought you'd marry first You always
handed me your boy friends when they got sexy."
"Not when I found the right one. Besides, I'm older."
"Five minutes. El. I know why you got bom first. You sat on my head for
nine months."
Holding her sister close, Ellen asked, "Don't you want me to be happy?"
"If you're happy, I'll be happy. I know why I feel left out, I'll work on it."
"Promise?"
"I promise."
"Barb, please. I want him to be happy."
At evening's end. Jack led Barb to a comer. "Let's stop spilling the family
blood."
"Are you wearing your elevator shoes?"
"Barb, for weddings one checks anger at the door."
"I can't."
"How can you help your patients when you hate so much?"
"I know what they're feeling."
"And you know you don't hate me. You don't hate Ellen. You hate remem-
bering how it was not to have anyone but Ellen."
They were seveix the two of them in the upper hall watching guests leave.
Father carrying their mother upstairs. Mother saying, "Fuck me."
Raising his champagne glass. Jack said, "You work too hard at being the
bad twin."
Barb said, "I thought all you knew was whales. I suppose you also know I
hate it when people don't know I'm Barb or call me Twinnie."
'That's why you chose to go east, away from her, for your first job?"
'To be myself."
'Thanks to me, now all you have to do is be yourself."
"Peace." She dipped a finger in champagne and touched his forehead.
"Let her be happy," he said.
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The chapel was a hothouse of perfumes and the savory smell of carnations.
One small nephew was chewing grape bubble gum. Jack's mother and father
decided they could accept both men and women ushers and even smiled at
the guitarist. Barb was radiant, Ellen, more so. Carnations twined throughout
their hair, they moved up the aisle as if they were one, glide-step, glide-step,
in seeming harmony, a double image of self delight. Barb answered when the
minister asked, "Who gives this woman?"
Jack and his bride danced the first dance, a concession on his part; he
acknowledged only ethnic dances. ('The waltz is our ethnic dance," Ellen had
explained.) Then, buoyed by his new status, he whirled his mother until she
gasped and fell in her chair. Next came Barb, then Aunt Terry in mouse-gray
chiffon with a sequined "butt sash," Barb's description. For years to come,
showing the wedding pictures, their aunt would emit a small lady-like squeak
and say, "I wanted to be festive."
Barb seemed to be everywhere, clowning, singing, leading Jack's nieces and
nephews in a round dance. The male ushers took turns cutting in. To each
she gave a kiss and a flower from her hair.
At ten, the newlyweds waltzed in her pursuit and led her to the tall white
cake surrounded by spun sugar calla lilies. Barb presented their father's Navy
sword. Ellen cut the first piece for Jack. Icing clung to her fingers and to his
lips. She wiped his lips with a thumb and kissed him. The groom repeated the
ceremony and the ushers cheered. With the third piece, Ellen turned to Barb.
She was not there.
The white cake slid to the carpet. Ellen stood rigid, eyes wide. Jack rocked
her until she turned soft in his arms. Then, she ran directly to the women's
room. Under the locked door of one of the stalls she could see her sister's blue
slippers. "Barb, Barb." Ellen's voice scratched with concern. Barb did not
answer. Jack moved forward and set his shoulder to the door.
"No. You might hurt her."
Jack's smallest niece crawled under the door and opened it. Barb was
sitting, feet together, eyes wide, hands stiff at her side.
Ellen whispered, "Barb. Barb."
Her sister did not answer.
Ellen knelt and spoke words only Barb knew, words from childhood games
and sorrows, private words to keep the rest of the world away. ("Even when
you speak English," Jack had said, "I feel left out.") In the narrow space, her
dress, satin-white against white tile, Ellen clung to her sister's knees. She
called. She pleaded. She scolded. Her fists beat on her sister's thighs. Still,
not seeming to hear. Barb was silent, inert as stone.
At the hospital. Doctor Wentriss could only report, "Shock. She's perfect,
physically. Never seen her better. Now you two go on your honeymoon."
"I can't," Ellen said. "I've always mothered her."
"Choose me," Jack said. "She's the only one who can work out why she
doesn't want you to marry."
The doctor said, "Ellen, you'd do more harm than good."
ELLEN
They spent their days in a sixteen-foot boat on a small bay, recorders,
hydrophones and cameras in hand. Each day the humpbacks came—three
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tubular blackish beasts with broad, rounded, humpy heads. Course black
hair sprouted from each fleshy knob. Smiles turned down, small curmudgeon
eyes intent, the whales rose from the water and watched their watchers. It
was as if they'd come to sing wedding songs. They whistled and burped and
grunted until the sounds became a theme and the theme became a song that
lasted half an hour. The newlyweds sang with them.
"Courtship songs," Jack said. "Only the males."
"As you sing to me."
"Like a courtin' canary."
A portly whale moved under their boat and scratched its barnacle-scarred
back on the hull.
Jack said, 'That one—Tubby— he's singing, Tm here, Tm here. I'm lonely.
Come on, gal.*"
When they heard the whales repeat a phrase, she said, "Rhymed couplets
to help them remember the tune."
In the calm of the shallow bay. Tubby lay motionless, one enormous
ruffle-edged flipper hoisted like a sail against the sky. Day after day, the whales
leapt clear of the water, arching backwards in a flip that showed the pale black
and white pleats of their throats. They breached, fell, and burst from the water
again in backward somersaults.
Ellen and Jack swam among the whales, turning, sliding. "I expected it to
be like waltzing with a boxcar," she said. 'Tubby moves like a seal."
Jack grasped Tubb/s dorsal fin. The huge beast shook itself, as if to ask,
"All set?" then gently submerged. Jack beckoned to her, and she swam along
until Tubby set off, full speed. Back in the boat, she explained. "I didn't want
to intrude, not in his own domain. Tubby gave you a Nantucket sleigh ride."
"But gently," he said. "Not a death ride."
She hugged him, and he dropped a roll of film, and had to dive for it. "I love
you," she said as he climbed aboard again. "You always knowwhat I'm saying."
'Tou, me and the whales."
(Good times and bad. Barb used to say, 'Tou 'n me El.")
That night, from their tent on the beach, they heard sounds like rifle shots:
a whale slapping the water with its huge tail. "A female's come," Jack said.
"Now the competition begins."
Later Ellen awoke sobbing. "Barb's crying," she said.
He held his wife until she slept. Night after night, he kept vigil until she fell
asleep for the second time.
"It's my fault," she said.
"Her problem," he said.
In the fourth week the crying stopped.
"Barb's doing better," Ellen said.
"Are you sure?"
"Absolutely."
"How can you know?" *
"Sister glue."
Within the week there was sister glue in their morning eggs; Jack added a
flourish of salt to the eggs he'd scrambled.
"I don't use salt," Ellen said.
"I forgot."
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"Barb always remembers."
Then she said, "Sorry," and they kissed.
That night by the campfire, the stars shining in benediction. Jack turned
on his favorite tape: "7'd lay awake all night/ Waitfor the momin' light... " Ellen
reached around him and decreased the volume. He turned it high again. "But
it would not be true..."
"Please," she said.
"If notfor you...*"
"Please what?" he asked.
"I want to kiss and talk."
"Me too."
"Not against the music."
"With the music," he said.
"It shouldn't be difficult to understand. I like Ustening to music, not talking
against music. Barb just knows."
He walked into the dark. She sat, hugging her knees. Far out in the bay,
beneath stars turned unfriendly, the whales slapped the water. Tubby sang
a new and yearning song. The others joined in. When at last her husband
returned, he knelt and faced her. 'You know why I went away."
"I said, 'Barb knows.'"
"Right now, right here, choose. Husband? Twin? For a while you're going to
have to explain what you think, what you need and want. Until I get to know
you better."
In the morning, there were two more humps, larger whales, females, racing
and plunging in the bay. "Now it begins," Jack said. "One of the males will be
driven out to sea."
For days the six whales swam together, splashing, racing along the surface,
churning the water into rainbow spray. Their blows rose like broad bushy
balloons. The songs grew deeper, louder, until the bay reverberated with
sound.
Back on the shore one evening after a long day on the water. Jack gutted
the fish they'd caught for dinner. Ellen prepared the fire and went to the supply
box for a fry pan. Atop the box, weighted with a stone, was their first letter. It
was from Barb.
Ellen said, "You should open it. It's to both of us."
'Then both of us should open it."
Barb's letter said:
'Talk about the shoemaker's children, one black shoe, one brown, what
about the mad therapist? I'm not mad, of course, just a part-time catatonic.
I've signed myself into the Minto Clinic and will stay until I work through this
twin problem. It's going to make me a better therapist. Once I get back to
Boston, I'll limit my practice to twins.
"Dear sister, scratch a whale's tummy for me.
"Dear Jack, may there be no more bad blood between us."
Ellen saw them first: a pair of humps rising from the water until only the
tips of their flukes were submerged. Flippers interlaced, belly to belly, they
embraced for a long moment, shuddered, and fell back into the water.
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JACK
Back In Chicago, in an office overlooking the yacht harbor, turquoise and
gold under a sky that might well have blown in from Naples, the newlyweds
unpacked crates of tapes and graphs. Suddenly, there was Barb.
Her jeans and floppy red handwoven Jacket matched Ellen's, She too had
cropped her hair to a wheat-colored thatch. She had hugs for both of them.
Then she perched on the comer of Jack's desk and turned to her sister.
"I need to talk to you. El. To set up working hours. I need to find out more
about us. I need to tell you how I discovered I might never have gotten well if
I hadn't been a twin. The docs say you're my crutch."
From across the room, Jack saw his wife shiver. Her tongue skimmed her
lips, but she did not speak. He moved between the sisters, smoothed his wife's
Jacket over her breasts and fastened the leather thongs. 'Trust me," he said.
Turning Barb back toward the door, her led her out to the terrace above the
harbor. He breathed in the freshness ofwater, the faint scent of flowers in the
wind. It was as if he held his wife. Barb smelled like her: clover under a hot
sky. His voice was lower than usual, slower too, and grave. "Barb, I can't let
you upset my wife. Getting well is your job."
All he wanted was music and whales, Ellen and her freedom from her
childhood. He knew now that Barb was his wife's childhood. Barb's first word
to him had been. "Ellen thinks she takes care ofme, but I've always mothered
her." Whales, it seemed, were more simple than people. Next fall when he and
Ellen returned to their bay, this time with a team to help them. Tubby and
his fellow cetaceans would have composed a complex new song. All the whales
would have learned it. Their own song in their own dialect. In thirty years, he
might equal the giants in cetology. In thirty years, he and Ellen might be
experts. Every time they listened to a tape, he insisted he'd married her
because she had perfect pitch.
A life-time, however, would be too short a time to study these twins.
He said, "Barb, ourjob right now is to be serious about sex and work. We've
got diagrams to collate, tapes to analyze, spectrograms to mount. Ifyou're still
in town next Saturday, meet us for dinner. We'll tell you all about our trip."
Barb too was looking out at the water, holding herself as far as possible
from his encircling arm. 'That's my only choice?"
"Ellen and I come first."
"I'll try."
"Don't try. Do it."
When she laughed, he said, "You forget. I know a little about your profes-
sion."
"Yes," she said. The three of us can work it out
^Copyright Appleseed Music Inc., International copyright secured. Made In
USA. All rights reserved by Bob Dylan.
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ANN MARIE WRANOVDC
For a Daughter
I would like to show my daughter
the skull under the model's face.
An act of love would bare the bone,
expose the eyeless, noseless frame,
the bleak rictus behind the glossy smile,
the dome beneath the permed hair.
I would like to tell her nothing
truly beautiful is otherwise -the butterfly
on the rock, the redbud against black bark,
the warm peach encircling its stone.
She is not only flesh of my flesh,
but bone of my bone, and I would
like to show her what that means,
but fear she'd get it wrong,
see death only in the bedrock
of the body and miss the frame
of reference
scaffolding carriage cradle.
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ANN MARIE WRANOVDC
Flash Flood
We felt a little silly afterward.
The dash for higher ground was premature.
True, the antique shop next door was flooded—
where we got the scarred dresser and the oak table
someone had painted green. The waters rose
so fast I panicked, snatched Matthew
to my hip and waded up the street against the wind
my feet and ankles disappearing
under the brown current like shrinking stumps
walking on the water. The neighbors* flamingos
floated off legless like pink ducks toward
the lake that used to be a vacant lot.
The lake lapped out behind me, licked up our steps,
slid over the porch. And that was all.
Inside the pilot light still sputtered
on the gas stove Michael furnished with the house,
the stuffed chair (bought at auction) was untouched,
the books we'd taken off the bottom shelves
at the last minute made it fine—
Dante and Shakespeare on the couch.
Virgil on the table dry as bone.
We didn't know that yet. We sat
it out uphill, where Mr. Burton's roses
flaimed on the water, and Matthew rode
smiling and dryshod the plaster elephant
that stood in jeweled triumph against the flood.
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JOHN LUKACS
Confessions of an Original
Sinner
New York: Ticknor and Fields, 1990.
328pp. $19.95
Reviewed by John C. Chalberg
At the very end of his public "confes-
sion" John Lukacs concedes what has
been obvious all along: "My sins are
unoriginal." Therefore, he concludes, "I
am an original sinner." To be human
is to sin, making everyone his or her
own original sinner. This teasing tru-
ism permits Lukacs to title his autobi-
ography semi-accurately. In this world
we are all fallen creatures who sin un-
originally. But must we make open
confessions of our sins? Mr. Lukacs
not only thinks so, but he is so encour-
aging of others to do likewise that this
memoir ought to have been called
"Commentaries on Sinners I Have
Known."
Not that Lukacs is without his fail-
ings—or a willingness to expose both
their broad outline and fine detail. In a
memoir which juggles the personal
and the political, the professional and
the spiritual, John Lukacs confesses
to having lived a number of lives
which, in some measure, have come
up short. Once he was a socialist, but
at the advanced age of sixteen he aban-
doned his Utopian dreams upon en-
countering an English socialist "full of
illusions that had but a frail relation-
ship to reaUty." It seems that on the
eve of World War n Lukacs' mother dis-
patched her son to England to study.
With this socialist "master" he rooted
for the left in the Spanish Civil War.
From him, Lukacs "learned" that Hit-
ler was both a reactionary and an
enemy of the German working class.
Because of him, the less impression-
able Lukacs came to realize that ab-
stractions such as disarmament and
collective security were not only pipe
dreams, but dangerous pipe dreams at
that.
Professionally, the Hungarian-bom
Lukacs has been a teacher and a
writer for nearly all of the forty-four
years he has lived in the United
States. But this author of thirteen
books is an admittedly "lazy teacher."
Despite his awareness of his students'
inadequate writing skills, Lukacs re-
veals that he has required few term pa-
pers over the academic years, because
their "conscientious reading" would
take an "unconscionably long time,"
and time away from his own writing.
Borrowing from Peguy, Lukacs offers
full assent to the proposition that the
"true revolutionaries of the twentieth
century will be the fathers of Christian
families." Yes, John Lukacs is a father
and a Christian. No, he has not been a
"true revolutionary," because he has
"not tried hard enough."
Much closer to a practicing than to a
lapsed Catholic, Lukacs confesses to
missing Sunday mass, to loving Christ-
mas much more than Easter, to trust-
ing in the forgiveness of God, and to
loving and serving his own father more
than he has loved and served his Gk)d.
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But all these unoriginal sins of a "hope-
lessly bourgeois" man do not amount to
much of a confession by 1990 stan-
dards. Nor do they constitute the es-
sence of these recollections. Writing as
a self-described "reactionary," Lukacs is
most intent upon extracting confes-
sions from those on the right who have
not remained in step with him.
Wasting no time, Lukacs opens his
memoir with an attack on Ronald
Reagan and Ronald Reagan conserva-
tives: "A conservative will profess a pref-
erence for and trust in Ronald Reagan;
a reactionary will not, and not because
Reagan was a Hollywood actor but be-
cause he never stopped being one."
And Just what are the differences be-
tween a reactionary and a conserva-
tive? The former "considers character
but distrusts publicity; he is a patriot
but not a nationalist; he favors conser-
vation rather than conservatism; he de-
fends the ancient blessings of the land
and is dubious about the results of
technology; he believes in history, not
in Evolution." As a reactionary, Lukacs
opposes all notions of immutable prog-
ress, whether they arrive advertised as
"Star Wars" or Sex Education.
Never has John Lukacs called himself a
liberal. At sixteen he seems to have
passed directly from an unformed so-
cialism to a vaguely bourgeois version
of conservatism, And during the 1980s
he has, dare I say, progressed from con-
servatism to the more rarified status of
"reactionary." And yet seldom since the
end of World War II has he been at
peace with what passes for the conser-
vative orthodoxy of the moment.
An anti-communist at the time that the
Soviets "liberated" Hungary, Lukacs
was an anti-anti-communist by the
time of the 1956 Hungarian revolution
against their "liberators." In 1945 a
twenty-one year old Lukacs did not re-
gard communism as the wave of the
present, much less the future. To him,
the apparent "triumph of the left" was
"artificial and superficial." But in Hung-
ary, as of 1945, Soviet rule was also "ir-
reversible." Hence Lukacs' decision to
"run away" from a Hungary he was con-
vinced the west would not attempt to
rescue.
In retrospect, Lukacs is nearly con-
vinced—and convincing— that he acted
properly. At the last moment, nostalgia,
homesickness, and family responsibili-
ties proved "almost irresistible." But not
quite. Possessing just enough "courage
to be a coward," he left his homeland
for what he assumed would be a very
long time—and for the life of an "exile"
in the west.
Before the reader can assume that
Lukacs just added one more sin to his
list, he applies a similar judgement to a
fellow Hungarian who chose to stay and
live under a "Sovietish regime": He, too,
had "just enough courage to be a cow-
ard." But before the reader can assume
that their choices were both equal and
morally neutral, Lukacs concedes that
he lacked the "stuff of self-sacrifice"
that might have compelled him to stay.
As an exile, Lukacs did not share the
hopes of fellow exiles that the United
States would act to liberate Hungary.
Already (1946) he "knew America better
than they did." Arrogance is a sin
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Lukacs seldom confesses. And in this
instance he was, of course, correct.
Only in 1947 did Americans seem to
"awaken to the dangers of commu-
nism." Heartened by this shift, Lukacs
was dismayed by the "split-minded-
ness" that accompanied it. The emerg-
ing anti-communist consensus brought
with it no admission of the permanent
division of Europe. Instead, it produced
the second Red Scare and converted
John Lukacs into an anti-anti-commu-
nist.
By mid-century Lukacs had established
a home (in Pennsylvania) and launched
a career as a teacher and a writer (but
not, he insists, as an "intellectual").
Still, politically and intellectually, he fit
nowhere. The left dismissed him as an
anti-communist Catholic; and he had
contempt for many on the American
right. Senators Taft and McCarthy, for
example, were wrong,the former be-
cause he assumed that communism re-
ally did appeal to the masses, and the
latter because he assumed that the
communist problem was one of internal
subversion, not on the presence of the
Red Army in the heart of Europe. Be-
sides, the boorish McCarthy, in Lukacs'
view, was not a conservative, but a "rad-
ical vulgarian."
At the time, Lukacs conceded McCarthy
his sincerity, even as he was "revulsed"
by the "opportunism" of an American
anti-communism that was at once "ab-
stract, extreme, self-serving, and false."
George Kennan shared this sense of re-
vulsion, and John Lukacs is convinced
that Kennan (and Lukacs) were among
the precious few who understood both
the evil of communism and the limits of
both its appeal and its military reach.
Even more so than Kennan, Lukacs
was —and remains— certain that Stalin
had no designs of Western Europe. Con-
versely, Lukacs argues that Stalin mis-
takenly feared an American military
thrust eastward. That none material-
ized between 1946 and 1956— or in re-
sponse to the Hungarian revolt of
October, 1956—has never surprised
John Lukacs.
What will surprise conservative readers
of this book is the intensity of Lukacs*
disdain for American conservatives as
moderate as Eisenhower and as ideolog-
ical as Reagan. Ike was an "opportun-
ist," who in 1945 was "considerably"
pro-Soviet and remained so until the
mood of his country and his party
shifted. Opportunism may be a very un-
original sin, but few sins are worse in
Lukacs' narrowed eyes.
When the conservative movement
began, ironically in response, in some
measure, to Eisenhower's perceived
moderation, Lukacs kept a considerable
distance from it. These conservatives
were "too ideological" (meaning "narrow
and ignorant") to warrant his support.
Many of them were conservative
enough to "hate liberals," but not con-
servative enough to "love liberty."
Still, Lukacs managed to vote for
Reagan in 1980, angry as he was with
the "pusillanimities" of President Car-
ter, But by 1988 he had more "sympa-
thy, respect, and goodwill" for
Gorbachev than for the president of his
adopted country. Lukacs recognizes
that he owes an explanation for this
change— "if change it is." By 1948 he
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had concluded t±iat the "fatal di\ision"
of Europe could onK' be corrected by a
Russian-American rapprochement, not
by "increasing" (and persistently non-ex-
istent) American pressure on Russia
over the fate of Eastern Europe.
Lukacs gives no credit to Reaganite con-
servatives for the changes that have
taken place in Eastern Europe in re-
cent months. Instead, he attacks the
"\'ulgarit\^ and shallo\^Tiess of someone
like Reagan" and seeks to warn all Eu-
ropeans that Reagan himself was "not
the western world's knight in shining
armor." Addicted to technology and
weaponry, brandishing abstractions
and ideologN', Reaganite conser\'atives
are "modernists" of the worst sort. As
such, they are the original sinners most
in need of making unoriginal confes-
sions.
To Lukacs, the 1980s offer devastating
proof of the maxim that it requires
greater character to wear good fortune
than bad. Politically, indi\1dual "conser-
vatives" were triumphant; conser\'a-
tism, according to Lukacs, was not.
Meanwhile, an immature smugness, a
strident sense of self-congratulation,
and a new "meanness" swept over a
movement from which Lukacs had felt
alienated 'will before it was so infected.
Throughout these "confessions" Lukacs
worries that his claim to being a reac-
tionary will mark him a "snob." How
can a humble sinner be a snob? he
seems to ask. By enumerating and bela-
boring the greater sins of others, seems
to be the answer. There are the afore-
mentioned sins of the right. There are
the longstanding sins of the left.
whether exemplified by Russian com-
munists and their "intellectual dishon-
esty," owing to their refusal to admit to
the "brutality" of a Stalin, or intellectu-
als generally and their "fear" and loath-
ing of the working class. There are the
sins of all Americans who believe in sci-
entific progress, who mouth idealism
but parade materialism, and who
blithely assume that what is "good for
the United States is good for the world."
And lastly there are the sins of the op-
portunists, who conform to the fad of
the moment or the decade, whether
Hitler's National Socialism or Stalin's
Five Year plans, whether Roosevelt's
pro-So\1etism or Reagan's "evil empire"
rhetoric.
John Lukacs has been many things In
his life. He has been a Hungarian and
an American, a writer and a teacher, a
socialist and a member of the bourgeoi-
sie, a consen'ative and a reactionary,
an anti-communist and an anti-anti-
communist, but he has never been an
opportunist. Such creatures not only
hide their sins, but deny the sins of
some more powerful than they. Out of
neither smugness nor snobbery, John
Lukacs has revealed his own sins. But
he has not stopped there. His larger
agenda is to chronicle sins, which he
unerringly knows have been greater
than his, and to reveal sinners, whom
he ruefully concedes have been more
powerful than he.
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NANCY WESTERFIELD
Wars in the Family
Be proud, said the parents once, of the wars
In our lineage: some one out of every
Generation has carried his country's cause
In battle, and won, from the Revolution on;
And the artifacts of winning, like trophies.
Crowded the family room: a sash and sword,
A bayonet, a bandolier, a long Kentucky
Musket, old bullets like fidget beads,
A chin-strapped steel helmet, mess-gear,
Cinnamon bloodstains in a captured
Rising Sun. None of it there to be
Played with, but to be revered: reminders
Of a manhood charged with honor. Another
Summons to arms was what he looked for;
And his own war came. But something
That went off under the old man's ship
At Iwo he carries cartooned like a sailor's
Tattoo on his brain: the depth charge.
The ruptured fish in the water, and men
Tarred and swimming in fuel feathered
With flames. Himself, he was picked off clean
By the circling corvette. Now, manning
His long life's quarter-deck, the depth charge
Is reaching him; something is going off fathoms
Deep in his mind. The claws of hands struggle
To come aboard him, the old coarsened tattoo
Breaks open on simmering tar. Tonight,
Or tomorrow, the ship will sink as he sits
In the den surrounded by all the wars
In the family. Unable to tread water
Longer. Be proud, his sons know he said.
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